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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 
 
Internationalization poses great challenges for banks: competing with each other in different 
regions and offering competitive services. The purpose of this thesis is to gain a deeper 
understanding of Nordic banks’ internationalization strategies. Three research questions were 
posed: How can the motives for internationalization of banks be described, how can the 
international market entry strategies available for banks be described and how can factors 
influencing choice of foreign markets for banks be described. Qualitative case studies of 
Kaupthing Bank of Iceland and DnB NOR of Norway were made. Findings showed that 
saturated home market and following home country customers abroad are major motives for 
Nordic banks’ internationalization. Market entry strategies, on the other hand, differ between 
Nordic banks and have to do with their corporate strategies. Finally, Sweden, mainly due to 
its large financial market, is the main foreign market for Nordic banks. 
 
 



Sammanfattning 

SAMMANFATTNING 
 
Internationalisering för stora utmaningar för en bank, att samtidigt tävla mot konkurrenter i 
olika regioner och tjänster. Vårat syfte med denna uppsats är att få en djupare förståelse om 
Nordiska bankers internationaliserings strategier. Tre forskningsfrågor ställdes; Hur kan 
motiven för internationalisering för banker beskrivas, hur kan de tillgängliga strategierna för 
att inträda en internationell marknad beskrivas och hur kan faktorer som påverkar valet av 
utländsk marknad för banker beskrivas. Kvalitativa fallstudier på Kaupthing Bank från Island 
och DnB NOR från Norge gjordes. Våran forskning visade att en mättad hemmamarknad och 
att följa kunder är stora anledningar för Nordiska banker att internationalisera. Strategier för 
marknadsinträden skiljer sig mellan banker och har att göra med deras företagsstrategi. 
Slutligen, Sverige är det största landet med den största finansiella marknaden av alla Nordiska 
länder, vilket har gjort Sverige till huvudmarknaden för Nordiska banker.   
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1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter we will give an introduction to our study and a background to the thesis. This 

will lead to a problem discussion followed by our purpose and the research questions. 

1.1 Background 

There can be several reasons for a company to expand abroad. Some do it because of the 
home markets’ stagnation, others do it because of the foreign market is growing faster (Root, 
1994). Another reason for going abroad can also be the outcome of following the company’s 
customers; a strategy that is very common in the service, advertising, computer service 
engineering and insurance industries. (Ibid) 
 
Czinkota and Ronkainen (2004) state that services have a great potential for 
internationalization. Financial institutions can be very competitive in some functions within 
the banking sector and the international market. Further, construction, design, and engineering 
are also seen to have great potential in the international market. Other services with great 
potential on the international market are legal and accounting services, computer and data 
services, teaching, and management consulting. (Ibid)  
 
When it comes to service companies’ choice of market entry strategies, Arvidsson (1997) 
states that, companies are positively affected by factors such as large host markets, the 
openness of the host market, high growth of the firm itself, the foreign direct investment by a 
global oligopolistic competitor, small cultural distance between home and host country, and 
the desire to service clients globally. As we live in the twenty-first century, the trends and 
phase of the technological development have affected the speed and ease with which services 
can cross borders and where distance is no longer as far away as it use to be. Winsted and 
Patterson (1998) and Hufbauer and Warren (1999) continue that the globalization of services 
has affected the world economy and, in most economies it is the single largest contribution to 
economic growth and employment. Service firms are, according to World Trade Organization 
(WTO), trading $2.1 trillions in 2004, which is an increase of 9 per cent since 2000. 
 
Service business has become more international and it is expanding over national borders 
(Grönroos, 1999). Winsted and Patterson (1998) argue that there have been several trends that 
have hastened the increasing globalization of services. Firstly, the manufacturing activity has 
moved to low-wage countries and has shifted the economies in developed countries to 
services. Secondly, suppliers follow manufacturers that go international. Thirdly, the national 
boundaries have become less important with better technology that has had a unifying effect. 
Fourthly, after the crash of former Soviet Union, many new markets have opened in Eastern 
Europe that have lead to new opportunities for service providers where their expertise is badly 
needed. Fifthly, the Uruguay round of the WTO negotiations has eliminated some barriers for 
trading services (ibid). Grönroos (1999) agrees on this point and continues that the service 
sector is the fastest growing area in international trade. And finally, more services are 
demanded as the economies develop and reach higher levels of wealth (Winsted & Patterson, 
1998). 
 
The concept of internationalization of services involves foreign direct investment and the 
movement of labor, as well as traditional cross-border transactions (Hufbauer, & Warren, 
1999). According to Arvidsson (1997), there are three ways of international involvement that 
a service company can do. The first one, export of financial services, which for example can 
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be a bank selling a financial solution to a customer who is based internationally. Second, a 
contractual agreement on intermediate services, which appear when a management consultant 
firm analyzes the operations of a firm in a foreign country. The third way of international 
involvement is service provision directly by a foreign establishment (Arvidsson, 1997). 
According to Terpstra and Sarathy (2000), experience has taught that because services are 
intangible, exporting them is often unfeasible without also exporting the personnel to provide 
them. Common tools for providing services in international markets are foreign direct 
investment, licensing and franchising, and joint ventures (ibid). 
 
It is considered more risky for service firms to internationalize than goods manufacturers 
since in many cases the producer and the production facilities are part of the service and 
therefore it requires that the firm have a better control of it resources. Furthermore, this means 
that the service firm meets all the problems that are related to entering a foreign market. 
(Grönroos, 1999)  
 
The most crucial asset that a service company must be aware about is their reputation. In fact, 
the reputation, or the experience record of a service firm may be the main, or perhaps the 
only, source for a customer to control the quality of the service offered before the actual 
transaction (Arvidsson, 1997). Winsted and Patterson (1998) agree and say that to be 
successful, strong relationships and strong reputation for quality are crucial. It should also be 
taken into consideration that the competitive advantage of service firms is highly perishable 
where interpersonal relationships, contacts and consistent quality as on legal protections and 
patents are depended on it (ibid). From these, quality is very hard to control in a foreign 
environment, which makes exporting services very risky and costly and requiring know-how 
and contacts (Winsted & Patterson, 1998). Arvidsson (1997) ends by saying that the larger the 
physical distance is, the higher probability the experience record is assessed to it’s fully value 
to the customer.  
 
In previous literature they suggest that the choice of entry mode for going abroad is to follow 
existing clients or to look actively for new markets (Grönroos, 1999). However, the 
technological advancements like the Internet, satellite and digital television, have created new 
forms of internationalization. So now, in many cases the choice of going international is not 
the service firms, but potential customers abroad that pick up service offers for their market 
and require the firm to deliver internationally as well (ibid).  
 
Terpstra and Sarathy (2000) further state that international financial services are growing 
rapidly and following customers is the major factor behind it. Twenty-four-hour trading, 
global foreign exchange trading, international bank lending, and hedging products to manage 
interest and currency exposure are services, demanded by multinationals as they spread 
around the world. (Ibid) 

1.2 Problem Discussion 

Traditionally service firms go abroad by following manufacturers that they are supplying with 
services on the domestic market and sometimes they are even forced to do so. According to 
Grönroos (1999) following clients was found to be a major reason for internationalizing in 
banking. 
 
Innovation of financial products, regulatory reforms, advances in information technology and 
the remarkable growth in international trade have contributed to the banks evolving role in the 
international financial system (Hejazi & Santor, 2005). Hence of this process, bank activities 
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are seen as increasingly international (ibid). Slager (2006) continues that for bank managers, 
the future prospects are increasingly determined by their banking activities outside their home 
country. The cross border mergers and acquisitions are on the rise, due to the fact that 
interdependency between banks and foreign banking markets has also increased dramatically 
(Slager, 2006).  
 
For 150 years, banks have been engaged in foreign direct investments (FDI) (Tschoegl, 1997). 
They have dealt with different problems like liability of foreignness, without being able to 
depend on proprietary administrative or physical technology (ibid). Therefore many 
experiments are provided in entry and survival in a comparable industry across countries and 
institutional environments by FDI in banking (ibid). 
 
FDI is not generally used in retail banking (Guillén & Tschoegl, 1999). In retail marketing 
where the industry is mature, you should not expect foreign banks to have any advantage over 
domestic banks that are familiar with their local environment (ibid). You should not generally 
expect that foreign banks enter retail markets (ibid). Two situations where FDI in retail 
banking might be possible are suggested (ibid). The first one is when the incumbent banks are 
not very competitive on a market and the second one is in fast growing markets (ibid).  
 
Buch (2000) claims that FDI decisions in banking are largely irreversible and are made under 
uncertainty. Therefore, when banks decide whether to go international, they have to take three 
important components into account: fixed costs to enter the new market, fixed costs to leave 
the new market and operating costs. When it comes to what kind of investment, the 
distinction between Greenfield investment and acquisition of domestic banks becomes 
crucial. With Greenfield investment, an entrant has to build up their reputation and a branch 
network from scratch in comparison from buying up an existing bank where the entrant can 
benefit from existing customer contacts (ibid). According to Buch (2000), the cost for these 
two investments should be the same under perfect information about future business 
conditions. However, when the future business conditions are uncertain, Greenfield 
investment is likely to involve higher costs (ibid). 
 
The process of international expansion is a model that has its origin from the work by 
Johanson and Vahlne (Tschoegl, 2001). In this model, acquiring information is costly. 
Therefore it emphasizes small and sequential steps in terms of scale of operations and 
geographical scope (ibid). In other words, the firm intensifies its commitment as it builds its 
volume and knowledge as it goes abroad to neighboring countries (ibid).  
 
Operating in several markets allows the bank to grow, introduce new products to the foreign 
market or offer foreign banking products to their clients (Slager, 2006). Internationalization 
poses great competitive challenges for banks, simultaneously competing with each other on 
different regions and services (ibid). 
 
According to Buch (2000), banks can either service foreign clients through their domestic 
offices or by establishing a presence in the foreign markets. To first have a representative 
office is a quite cheap option, as it does not require many people (Tschoegl, 2001). If the 
parent bank feels that there is sufficient business to warrant it, after the explanatory activities 
of its representative, the bank establishes a branch (ibid). Over time, the number of branches 
grows and the bank wants to penetrate the general commercial and retail banking market and 
it might establish a subsidiary (ibid). In this model it is not assumed that the bank will 
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continue their investments in the same business area as they were planned to, since a bank 
may open an office to do one sort of business but change to another sort of business (ibid). 
 
When the decision to establish an affiliate in a foreign market, the decision has been analyzed 
based on the eclectic paradigm, which implies that location- and ownership-specific factors 
should affect the decision of banks to set up affiliates in a foreign market (Buch, 2000). 
Factors like size of the foreign market, trade relations, the presence of non-financial firms on 
the market and entry restrictions and other regulations are location-specific. Ownership-
specific factors include degree of product differentiation and comparative advantage because 
of superior skills. (Ibid) 
 
Advantages of globalization are present in corporate or wholesale banking. Multinationals 
look for banks that have enough financial muscles to finance the company around the globe. 
Local presence may also be an advantage when following the customers. Banks also have to 
be able to create added value i.e. cheap local funding and placement power in case of 
securitization. Banks have to be strongly capitalized, knowledgeable and well reputed to be 
able to network with clients, other banks and financial advisers; as well as within the own 
organizations. To survive in this competitive industry, relationship marketing and networking 
are crucial tools. Furthermore, the key is customized solutions, which needs highly qualified, 
well-paid and strongly motivated staff for a long-term success. (Kasper, van Helsdingen & de 
Vries, 1999) 
 
The future of banking industry in Europe is shaped by the introduction of euro and the 
globalization of financial markets (Buch, 2000). Jumpponen et al (2004) continue that the 
build-up of European Monetary Union (EMU), which converts the whole Europe to one big 
market, is one of the factors that is changing the internationalization of banks. The tendency is 
to increase competitive pressure on incumbent banks, to trigger mergers and acquisitions in 
the financial services industry, and being a driving force behind activities of banks. If you 
compare the banking industry with other industries, there are important segments, which draw 
their comparative advantage from client- and location-specific factors, as these factors are lost 
in foreign markets. Hence, commercial bank activities may be inherently more nationally 
oriented than activities of non-financial firms (Buch, 2000).  
 
Why, when and how banks go international is an empirical issue and Buch (2000) claims that 
little systematic evidence is available in the determinants of foreign activities of European 
banks. Because of the creation of a single market for capital, which has eased the trade in 
financial services, has become a motivation for European banks to go international.  

1.3 Purpose and Research Questions 

Therefore our purpose in this study is to gain a deeper understanding of Nordic banks’ 
internationalization strategies. Regarding our purpose we have stated the following research 
questions: 
 
RQ1:  How can the motives for internalization of banks be described? 
 
RQ2:  How can the international market entry strategies available for banks be described? 
 
RQ3:  How can the factors influencing choice of international markets for banks be 

described? 
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2 Literature Review 
 
We outlined the research area in the previous chapter, which led to the purpose for this study 

and finally we found three research questions. In this chapter we will review previous studies 

related to our research questions. 

2.1 Motives for Banks to go International 

Here we will talk about previous results we have found on different motives for banks to 
internationalize. 

2.1.1 Jumpponen et al’s Study on Internationalization of Estonian Banks 

Jumpponen et al (2004) wants to consider the global mindsets development, a state of mind 
able to understand a business, an industry sector, or a particular market on a global basis. This 
global mindset will have the ability to see across multiple territories and focus on what is 
common between markets, rather than on the differences among countries. Even if many are 
aiming or posses the global mindset, what still is lacking is the strategic management 
approach according to which all the firms’ activities are to be combined in one system. One 
system, including one decision-making process, is not dependent on the location or the 
activity. (Ibid) 
 
Jumpponen et al (2004) state that the motives on internationalization, from a banker’s 
perspective, can be divided into four groups. 

• Use the banks capacity more fully. For example, receiving an opportunity to offer a 
lower price using the skills of sales and the domestic management. Opportunities are 
also given to the local companies’ subsidiaries abroad to use competent information 
about the possibilities and conditions in the mother country. 

• Use the reputation of the parent bank as an opportunity and advantage. A competing 
advantage can occur when a subsidiary is set up abroad, this because of that an 
international bank is considered more reliable than the local bank. 

• Reduce regulations for banks. One of the most common objectives to move abroad for 
a bank is to overcome the restrictions on moving capital abroad. 

• Risk reduction. As the nature of rapid change in economic situation, legislation, 
political situation and other economic circumstances will occur. Being present will 
enable to recognize the risks in time and take necessary caution and strategy choice. 

 
Offering clients better transaction services was the first step for the Estonian banks to 
internationalize. Another motive for internationalization was the possibility of gaining a more 
favourable and less riskfull investment, or purchase the resources for a more favourable price. 
The main motive, on the other hand, for the Estonian banks are for market seeking arguments, 
due to the limited size and heavy competition in the domestic market. The table below (table 
2.1) lists the internal and external motives for internationalization for the Estonian bank sector 
(Jumpponen et al, 2004). 
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Table 2.1: Motives of internationalization in Estonian banking sector 

 
 Internal triggers External triggers 

PROACTIVE -Search for market power, 
increase market share. 

-Strategic presence vis a vis 
competitors. 

 -Distinctive service and brand. 
Increase brand identity. 

-Increasing concentration (through 
acquisitions and mergers) 

 -Extended product range and life 
cycle 

-Improvements in information 
technology 

 -Visionary leadership 
-Diversification 

-Improvements in physical 
infrastructure (communication 
networks) 

REACTIVE -Improve levels of business 
performance 

-Decline, saturation of 
local/national market 

 -Have excess capacity (human 
capital, technology) 

-Intensity of competition 
Avoid the entry by cross-border 
rivals 

 -Suitable situation to obtain 
foreign bank (default) 
 

-Service existing customers who 
have gone international 

 

Source: Jumpponen, Liuhto, Sõrg, & Vensel, (2004) pp. 88 

2.1.2 Tschoegl’s Study on Foreign Banks in Norway 

Tschoegl (1997) writes that size is strongly correlated with expansion abroad. Domestic 
multinational companies tend to be customers at large banks and for the large banks having 
enough customers engaged in foreign trade justifies themselves going abroad (ibid). Tschoegl 
(1997) continues that the entry is expected to be positively associated with Norway’s imports 
from each bank’s home country. 

2.1.3 Guillén and Tschoegl’s Study on Spanish Banks in Latin America 

In the case of Spanish banks in Latin America, according to Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), the 
Spanish banks wanted to expand their operations due to the saturation in the Spanish market. 

2.1.4 Merrett’s Study on Internationalization Capabilities of Australian 
Banks 

Capabilities of the Australian banks to move further in the form of internationalization are 
described by Merrett (2002) in the theory that talks about exploring the sources of competitive 
strengths of a multinational enterprise. To make the theory more useful, a connection is made 
with the host countries trade policy, which makes it more useful in determining the 
propositions about the tendency of Australian banks to undertake outward FDI. There are two 
ways a bank can gain advantage in an international market, either through country-specific 
advantages (CSAs) or through firm-specific advantages (FSAs). (Ibid) 
 
Comparative advantage is reflected in CSAs and shapes the character and direction of trade 
that is undertaken by the firm (Merrett, 2002). Australian banks lacked comparative 
advantage in banking or financial services generally and where seen as followers. FSAs on 
the other hand, are competitiveness of banks in international markets that depends to a large 
degree on factors. These factors can be seen as a set of resources and capabilities that the 
banks can use in more than one market. Depending on the underlying capabilities, a bank can 
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configure and coordinate their activities in multiplied markets in order to gain scale 
economies, transfer know-how across borders to generate economies of scope, and take 
advantage of the differences present in factor and product markets between countries. The 
main feature is that these FSAs are transferable and not bound to specific countries. But FSAs 
can also be country bound and specific to one individual market. A firm holding both of the 
FSAs in possession will be able to gain comparative advantage across borders and unique 
specifications for individual markets. Australian banks hade gained both types of FSAs before 
the 1970s. (Ibid) 

2.1.5 Claessen and Glaessner’s Study Internationalization of Financial 
Services in Asia 

Claessens and Glaessner (1998) investigated the internationalization of financial services in 
Asia and found a relationship between internationalization and the degree of capital account 
liberalization. “Internationalization relates to the degree of capital account liberalization as it 
determines the potential gains and benefits from access to foreign financial service provided 
domestically relative to access provided and obtained off-shore” (p.31). They also found a 
relationship between the domestic financial deregulation and internationalization, where 
quality of service and competitiveness in the domestic market is dependent on the degree of 
regulation. Internationalization also increases a financial service firm’s experiences through 
the building process of more robust and efficient financial systems by introducing 
international practices and standards, by improving the efficiency, quality and width of 
financial services and by allowing more stable sources of funds. These institutional benefits 
could be substantial for the development of many Asian financial systems. (Ibid) 

2.1.6 Internationalization of Banks: Internal and External Processes 

Cattani and Tschoegl (2002) have examined the internationalization of Chase Manhattan 
Bank from the first step into an international market to its acquisition by Chemical Bank. 
They discuss two processes that bottoms within the bank and introduces variation of the 
firm’s geographic scope: adaptation and exploration. They argue, “these internal processes are 
optional to the firm in the sense that different managers, faced with the same international 
environment and the same resources, might make different decisions” (p7). The process of 
internationalization is dependent of previous outcomes i.e. positive outcome will reinforce 
and negative outcome would damp. Either way, there is still room for discretion. (Ibid) 
 
Adaptation process: The process, when a firm is seeking internationalization opportunities in 
a market that is similar to their own. The key aspects in an environment are to determine how 
much the firm can rely on its previous experience and knowledge. This is not just about 
culture, non-cultural factors can also affect whether or not the environment is familiar or not. 
In the aspect when the bank follows their customer abroad, the location maybe unfamiliar but 
the customers remain familiar. (Cattani & Tschoegl, 2002) 
 
Exploration process:  This process is also referred to as the “non-local search”. To reach an 
optimum globalization, a non-local search may be required. This search will not be blind or 
random; justification has to be made even if it is only made in one persons’ mind. A real 
option may represent a choice to seek out new growth opportunities in experientially distant 
countries. (Ibid) 
 
Cattani and Tschoegl (2002) state that the external process consists of three parts: selection, 
extinction and generation. Extinction is a random process and selection is a systematic 
process. The variation generated from the internal process is trimmed by the selection and 
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extinction process. The generations that occur provide new opportunities that will be taken on 
either by adaptation or exploration. The only fully mandatory process is the extinction 
process. It is also a random arrival of a force majeure, which could be a war, revolution, or 
even a natural calamity that terminates an operation perfectly adapted to its environment. On 
the other hand, selection is a slow process because it may take time before the firm comes to 
view poor performance as structural, i.e. neither temporally nor flexible. Generation is 
completely optional in the way that the firm can either choose to take advantage of new 
opportunities or not. The process of generation can either be slow, as a new market develops, 
or rapid, in the case of the removal of entry barriers. Dependent on the situation and the firm, 
they will, as stated before, either respond or not respond. (Ibid) 
 
They further state that it is a relationship between a firm’s survival and its fit with the 
environment, which ultimately selects in or selects out all initiatives (Cattani & Tschoegl, 
2002). Selection is then suggested to be either Linnean (pre-Darwinian) or Darwinian. In both 
of these theories the environment will reward better adaptation and weeds out the worse. Then 
the emphasis is on stasis in the Linnean selection and to neglect the variation that would move 
a species away from its ideal type and hence it is fit to a constant environment. In other 
words, a firm that returns to their core competence and remove themselves from unrelated 
activities in order to improve their performance. Darwinian theory is a variation theory that 
leads to emphasizing on change. This can for example be a bank evolving from being a retail 
bank with some investment banking activities, to being essentially an investment bank. 
Unsuccessful adaptation or exploration selects out of the environment. The lack of success 
that can occur between means and ends but still be persuasive is different to what we mean by 
extinction. (Ibid) 

2.2 Modes of International Market Entry for Banks 

Uiboupin (2005) writes that the operations of a bank abroad is affected by the entry mode and 
therefore banks have to consider what is the strategy and future goals when entering a new 
market. There are various modes that a bank may choose to adopt. These are the main entry 
modes: 
 

• Representative office 
• Branches 
• Affiliates or associates 
• Subsidiaries 

 
A representative office can only give financial advice and may be the link between the 
mother bank and local customers to intensify the communication between the two parts. It is 
not allowed to do any classical banking services like deposits or lending. This mode is used 
when other modes of entry are not allowed or when a bank needs to do further market 
screening before the actual entry. (Ibid) 
 
A branch is an integral part of a parent. They are free to offer any kind of banking services 
and they are to follow the home countries’ law and banking regulations. Branches use its 
parent capital base, which means that they can offer bigger loans than a subsidiary of the 
same size can. Hence, branches are often used in corporate and wholesale banking, because a 
branch is part of the parent bank and careful supervision is required to control unauthorized 
trading, which might hurt the reputation of the parent. (Ibid) 
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An affiliate is an independent legal entity that operates locally. The foreign bank has less than 
majority ownership and usually the name of such banks are kept local, because of the risk of 
losing reputation if some problems occur. Foreign banks usually begin with minority 
ownership, which is increased step-by-step. As affiliates are good for market monitoring, the 
increase to full share of the ownership is usually done after enough data has been collected. 
(Uiboupin, 2005) 
 
Subsidiaries are independent legal entities where a foreign bank has at least majority 
ownership, but they often have full ownership. Subsidiaries operate on their own and are 
under the country’s laws and regulations. Starting a subsidiary can take different ways. It may 
begin from a minority ownership of a local bank or by a Greenfield investment. (Uiboupin, 
2005) 
 
Lastly, Uiboupin (2005) states that subsidiaries can be run by either local staff or controlled 
centrally. Locals are used more often as they have more knowledge of customers and business 
conditions, in contrast to centrally controlled subsidiaries, which are used when a bank is 
acquired during a crisis or when the parent wants to transfer know-how into its subsidiary. 
(Ibid) 

2.2.1 Uiboupin’s Model of Internationalization Strategies 

Uiboupin (2005) explains three different strategies for internalization for banks: the customer 
following strategy, the markets seeking strategy, and follow the leader strategy. 
 
Customer following strategy can be explained as a competitive advantage a bank may get 
when it follows its existing clients abroad. Why it is considered as an advantage is because if 
the bank would not follow, it would lose its client to a host country bank. This is also known 
as the defensive strategy and it is a way to explain why a certain country is chosen for entry. 
This strategy ensures that there will be some client base in the new country as the bank serves 
its old clients, which might be important when entering a new market. (Ibid) 
 
The market seeking strategy implies that a bank finds it useful to enter new markets. When 
banks use this strategy, the host country specific factors are especially important. Banks that 
are market seekers are usually big international banks that seek for new markets even if one 
entry is unsuccessful. (Ibid) 
 
The follow the leader strategy is when a bank enters a new country after its competitor has 
entered it just before. This strategy is common since banking markets often are oligopolistic. 
The reason for following a competitor is because a bank does not want to lose its competitive 
advantage or market share. The banks that follow are usually still big and comparable by size 
and market share to the competitor that took the first move.  
 
The customer following strategy is said to be more important in the beginning of the 
internationalization. The strategy that a bank takes depends also on the internationalization of 
its clients, see figure 2.1. (Ibid) 
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2.2.2 Tschoegl’s study: Modes of Market Entry in the Norwegian Market 

In Tschoegl’s (1997) research he found that as Norway opened their markets, seven foreign 
banks entered immediately. They were aimed at international service banking, which means 
that they are involved in services to corporations and other institutions. Key services include 
foreign exchange trading, commercial lending and international payments. The banks that 
entered and established subsidiaries had a tendency to have a long physical presence in 
Norway. (Ibid) 
 
After twelve years when the entry was liberalized, only three of the original seven entrants 
survived. The survival rate is quite similar to the experience in Sweden where five of the 
initial 12 foreign banks entrants had left within five years. Entry as a subsidiary includes sunk 
start-up costs that are irrecoverable if the parent would close the subsidiary or sell it to a local 
bank. Even though a bank might close its entity, it still may continue serving some of its 
clients from a nearby financial center. (Tschoegl, 1997) 
 
Tschoegl (1997) continues that the foreign banks in Norway were subject, both to selection 
and evolutionary learning. Those that have survived have relatively improved their 
performance to incumbent firms. Those that made the most progress did so by acquiring local 
firms rather than growing organically. Tschoegl (1997) reports some old results, which match 
his study. The survival rate of most entrants is low and even most successful entrants may 
take more than a decade to achieve a size comparable to the average incumbent (ibid). And 
both firm size and age, are correlated with the survival and growth of entrants (ibid). 
 
The first foreign bank to leave the Norwegian market was Banque Paribas who had not 
established a representative office before establishing its subsidiary (Tschoegl, 1997). 
Tschoegl (1997) found three factors that have some correlation with survival: prior experience 
as a representative office, size of the subsidiary at start-up and size of the parent. The most 
powerful explanatory factor was the prior experience (ibid). All three survivors had 
established their representative offices in the 1970s and maintained them until the 
liberalization of the market (ibid). None of the banks that withdrew had established a 

Figure 2.1: Internationalization strategies in the banking sector 

Source: Uiboupin (2005) pp. 36 
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representative office before entry (ibid). When it comes to relationships, the two survivors 
had relationships and the third survivor had acquired local knowledge and experience through 
a joint venture (ibid). The survivors also tended to be larger at start-up than the failures and 
had larger parents (ibid).  
 
The size of the subsidiary should be a slightly stronger explanatory variable than the size of 
the parent bank while both represent the resources that the venture can muster at start-up. 
Equivalently, the size at start-up is an indicative of customer relationships and the 
relationships correlate positively with survival. However, the size of the subsidiary at start-up 
is a more concrete realization of those resources in the Norwegian context than is the size of 
the parent. (Tschoegl, 1997) 
 
Experience in Norway appears to matter both to entry and to survival. That is, foreign banks 
with well-established representative offices in Norway were more likely than banks without 
such experience to establish subsidiaries when permitted to do so, and their subsidiaries were 
more likely to survive. Entry was associated with firm-level advantages, with market potential 
as measured by trade data, and with rivalry behavior. (Tschoegl, 1997) 
 
The foreign banks’ market share is growing but may well be stabilizing at a low level. The 
foreign banks essentially provide a fringe service tied to import trade and related activities. 
(Tschoegl, 1997) 

2.2.3 Modes of Market entry 

Guillén and Tschoegl (1999) write in the case of Spanish banks, which went to Latin 
America, that the Spanish banks wanted to compete in the retail banking, introduce new 
products and gain a large market share. They chose acquisition instead of Greenfield 
operation, as their strategy of entry (ibid). They kept their wholly owned acquisitions as 
subsidiaries in contrast to what banks usually do, use foreign branches (ibid). 
 
Uiboupin (2005) writes in his study that foreign banks operate mainly through subsidiaries in 
Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries. There are usually two or three banks, which 
use branches among the total number of banks (ibid). They acquire banks in crisis for a low 
price to restructure them (ibid). They also get local knowledge and pre-existing market share 
(ibid). Uiboupin (2005) also found out that the most important motives for going abroad to the 
observed countries were new business opportunities.  
 
Jumpponen et al (2004), use a theory of Grubel to explain international banking based on the 
theory of FDI in manufacturing. This theory states that multinational banks have some 
comparative advantage. An effect called gravitational pull effect occurs when banks go 
abroad to better serve domestic clients that have moved abroad. They further say that they see 
a parallel growth between banks internationalization and FDI when banks try to meet the 
demand for banking services of multinational firms abroad. It is seen as a defensive and a 
necessary strategy when banks move abroad to serve their domestic customers. This is to 
assure the continued business with the domestic parents of foreign subsidiaries. So that the 
existing flow of information resulting from the bank-client relationship will not be pre-empted 
by a competitor bank. An option for a service bank is to conduct business with local and 
wealthy individuals by offering those specialized services and information required for trade 
and capital market dealings within their native countries. (Ibid) 
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To better analyze the patterns of internationalization of services, Jumpponen et al (2004) use 
a classification introduced by Erramilli. This classification is used as a tool in analyzing the 
patterns of internationalization of services. According to Erramilli  (1990) this theory gives 
specific aspects of service sectors’ internationalization. It is a classification of internationally 
traded services, which are divided into two aspects, soft services and hard services. Soft 
services are described as services dependent on close contact, and inseparable production and 
consumption (trade, financial services). Hard services, on the other hand, are close related to 
manufacturing firms where the providers of the service do not have to be physically 
proximate to the receivers. With that in mind, soft services cannot start by entering a country 
through exporting. Therefore, they almost exclusively enter the world markets through FDI 
and contractual transfers such as franchises and investments. In that manner, a service firm 
cannot develop experience and knowledge before entering and thereby face the risks of 
foreign markets already at the beginning of the internationalization process. (Ibid) 
 
He further states that internationalization of banks can be carried out in two stages. 

• Setting up of correspondent relationships with local banks, opening of representative 
offices in the target country or acquisition of a minority stake in some local bank, with 
the purpose of securing the presence in the target market and by that being able to 
learn the local market better. 

• Starting banking business in a target market. For example, through setting up affiliates 
and subsidiaries, conduct an acquisition or obtaining a significant stake in a bank 
through a merger or buying the share. (Erramilli, 1990) 

 
According to Jumpponen et al (2004), Estonian banks have used three different strategies to 
internationalize. 

• Setting up subsidiaries and branches (green-field) 
• Acquisitioning local banks (complete takeover) 
• Acquiring a significant stake in a local bank  

2.3 Factors Influencing Foreign Market Selection 

Factors that can affect the market entry strategies for a service company are different 
regulatory obstacles, according to Samiee (1999). The government controls these obstacles 
and in some countries they are being removed by both bilateral and multilateral negotiations 
like EU, GATS or NAFTA. He further says that some markets will act very slowly to opening 
their service market, especially in the industries for finance and telecommunication. The main 
regulatory obstacles he found are economic impediments, cultural impediments and 
standardization versus customization, which are further explained below. 
 
Economic impediments: There is limited international market entry for a wide array of 
services to markets that are highly developed and have a higher average of income. The trend 
is that the more developed a market is, the higher limitations a service company has. In the 
pace that the income level increases, the individuals will, to a greater extent be drawn to 
choose the local low-cost option to perform human resource intensive services, than the 
commercially services offered. 
 
Cultural impediments: This obstacle will play a big part and have a significant role in the 
process of acceptability and the adoption pattern of services. The fact that services exclusively 
involves some level of human resources; the likelihood of cultural incompatibility is greater. 
For example, offer household services in a country where the woman is seen as the family’s 
caretaker. 
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Standardization versus customization: When it comes down to marketing services 
internationally a big issue is to what level the standardization is allowed to play. Besides the 
level of standardization, regulations in the host government are also a concern. These 
regulations can make it very difficult to standardize, especially in the accounting and financial 
services business. (Ibid) 
 
According to Tschoegl (1997), Sweden has had a ban on foreign banks opening branches 
since at least 1920 and they were the last Nordic country to open their market in 1986. Even 
when they opened the market, the foreign banks were still forbidden to operate as branches of 
the parent and instead required the foreign banks to establish locally incorporated subsidiaries 
(ibid). Foreign banks were also limited to most small shareholdings in existing domestic 
banks. (Ibid) 
 
As Norway opened their markets, seven foreign banks entered immediately. They aimed at 
international service banking, which means that they are involved in services to corporations 
and other institutions. Key services include foreign exchange trading, commercial lending and 
international payments. The banks that entered and established subsidiaries had the tendency 
to have a long physical presence in Norway. (Tschoegl, 1997) 
 
According to Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), in the case of Spanish banks going to Latin 
America, the choice of the market was for several reasons regarding other markets, but the 
language was a major reason, since it was comfortable for the Spanish and permitted easier 
communication and the transfer of employees (ibid). The Spanish banks also had some 
familiarity of the region, because all of the banks had had few offices, branches or small 
subsidiaries since the 1970s. (Ibid)  
 
According to Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), the Spanish banks have been looking for markets 
that would able them to grow faster and get higher margins than what they are able to get at 
their home market. Latin America also differs from other markets by e.g. higher interest 
margins. The Spanish saw that the markets provided the possibility of growth within the 
banking industry as well as high margins, but they also believed that they could introduce 
efficiencies. (Ibid) 
 
In addition, since the introduction of the single financial market and currency in Europe, it 
may have encouraged other European banks to look into acquiring Spanish banks. By going 
to foreign markets, it has given the Spanish banks a substantial interchange value for any 
future agreements with European banks. Their assertive strategies have made them into 
attractive partners for future mergers. (Ibid) 
 
The Spanish banks thought that they had something to offer, which in their terms mean that 
they thought they could improve cash flows in their acquisitions (Guillén and Tschoegl, 
1999). That is the reason for needing to take control of the management. The Spanish banks 
are better managed and are equipped with more experience in a competitive market. Many of 
the largest banks in Latin America are government-owned and have dominated the banking 
industry dates from a century ago. This has made them very uncompetitive with few rivals, 
which has given the Spanish banks advantages towards the domestic banks. (Ibid) 
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In addition to these two reasons explained above, according to Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), 
this is a case of oligopolistic reaction. This means that a firm matches the choices of a rival in 
a pattern of move-countermove or action-reaction. (Ibid) 
 
According to Merrett (2002), Australian banks internationalization over the past 100 years 
was a domestic and foreign stimulation in a complex set that created the set of strategic option 
that gave the response of internationalization. Both, the domestic and the foreign environment 
changed significantly in the last half of the 20th century with a break that occurred in the 
1970s and 1980s that resulted in a significant change. It was apparent in the deregulation of 
domestic banking systems, the progressive integration of once segmented markets for 
currency and capital and financial intermediation. (Ibid) 
 
The traditions on past choices on internationalization are seen as three reasons. First, their 
domestic customers were offered trade-related services, which, were mainly provided through 
correspondents (Merrett, 2002). Second, the valuable i.e. treasury functions of management 
were transferred to their own balance sheets. Third, they offered the same products and 
services that were supplied to the domestic market.  
 
The first two reasons brought the banks to London and further on to New York and Tokyo. 
The last reason brought them to countries that shared the similar British heritage, such as New 
Zealand and the Pacific Iceland. Further on, these three reasons and the customer’s presence 
abroad provided Australian banks with incentives to further internationalize and protect 
relationships. (Ibid) 

2.4 Conceptual Framework 

Miles and Huberman (1994, p.18) say, “A conceptual framework explains, either graphically 

or in narrative form, the main things to be studied.” To be able to answer our research 
questions that were presented in chapter one, we will explain what we will collect our data on. 
We will use studies that are relevant to our research questions. First, we will discuss 
conceptualization for our first research question, which is about the motives for 
internationalization of banks. Second, in the next research question the strategies for 
international market entry will be discussed and finally we will discuss the factors influencing 
the choice of foreign market. 

2.4.1 Conceptual Framework: Motives for Internationalization of Banks 

For the first research question we will rely on Jumpponen et al (2004), Tschoegl (1997), 
Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), Merrett (2002), Claessens and Glaessner (1998) and Cattani and 
Tschoegl (2002). 
 
First, we will rely on Jumpponen et al’s (2004) study on internationalization of Estonian 
banks to get an overall picture of banks motives to go international. We will use the motives 
for internationalization from a banker’s perspective, which are: 

• Use the banks capacity more fully 
• Use reputation of the parent bank 
• Reduce regulations for banks 
• Reduce risks 

 
We will also rely on his studies about internal and external motives for internationalization.  
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Table 2.2 Motives of internationalization in Estonian banking sector 

 Internal triggers External triggers 

PROACTIVE -Search for market power, 
increase market share. 

-Strategic presence vis a vis 
competitors. 

 -Distinctive service and brand. 
Increase brand identity. 

-Increasing concentration (through 
acquisitions and mergers) 

 -Extended product range and life 
cycle 

-Improvements in information 
technology 

 -Visionary leadership 
-Diversification 

-Improvements in physical 
infrastructure (communication 
networks) 

REACTIVE -Improve levels of business 
performance 

-Decline, saturation of 
local/national market 

 -Have excess capacity (human 
capital, technology) 

-Intensity of competition 
Avoid the entry by cross-border 
rivals 

 -Suitable situation to obtain 
foreign bank (default) 
 

-Service existing customers who 
have gone international 

Source: Jumpponen, Liuhto, Sõrg, & Vensel, (2004) pp. 88 

 
Second, we will rely on Tschoegl (1997) who wrote that large banks have large customers 
doing business abroad that pulls the banks going international. This is to see if the banks are 
following the customers. 
 
Third, we will rely on the theory of Spanish banks in Latin America, according to Guillén and 
Tschoegl (1999), the Spanish banks wanted to expand their operations due to the saturation in 
the Spanish market. This was chosen to find out if this is true and if it can happen in other 
markets. 
 
Fourth, we will rely on Merrett’s (2002) study on gaining an advantage on the international 
market, which has to do with country-specific advantages and firm-specific advantages. This 
was chosen because we were interested if these factors have affected banks motives when 
going international.  
 
Fifth, we will rely on Claessen and Glaessner’s (1998) study where they write about the 
effects of deregulation, which has an effect on internationalization. We wanted to see if this 
theory had any effect on the banks we studied. 
 
Finally, we will rely on Cattani ans Tschoegl’s (2002) study that discusses two processes that 
bottoms within the bank and introduces variation of the firm’s geographic scope: adaptation 
and exploration. Where Adaptation process is when a firm is seeking internationalization 
opportunities in a market that is similar to there own. Exploration process also referred to as 
the non-local search. We wanted to know if the banks are looking for international markets or 
similar markets. 
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2.4.2 Conceptual Framework: International market entry strategies 

On the second research question, we will rely on Uiboupin (2005), Tschoegl (1997) and 
Jumpponen et al (2004). All of these are fairly new and give good insight on the different 
modes of market entry in theory and in real life.  
 
We will look at the different entry modes banks can adopt, a representative office, branch, 
affiliate and subsidiary. We will concentrate on how the banks put up their strategy regarding 
these entry modes and why they chose them. We are also interested in what services the banks 
started out with. 

2.4.3 Conceptual Framework: Factors Influencing Market Selection 

In our third research question we will rely on Samiee (1999), Tschoegl (1997) and Guilllén 
and Tschoegl (1999). 
 
We will rely on Samiee’s (1999) research, about economic impediments, cultural 
impediments and standardization vs. customization, to get a regulatory view of the country 
that a bank enters.  
 
Tschoegl’s (1997) study on foreign banks that went to Norway after deregulation of the 
banking market to find out if deregulations were a reason for selecting a specific market. 
 
Finally we will rely on Guillén and Tschoegl’s (1999) study about Spanish banks that went to 
Latin America because it was easier to communicate in that market. Other reasons for the 
Spanish banks that we will use are that they saw the Latin American market as growing 
market and also that after one bank went abroad, the others followed. We rely on this study to 
see how these factors affect the choice of a foreign market. 
 
Figure 2.2 depicts a pictorial form of our frame of reference. In the figure there are three 
boxes explaining the motives for internationalization, strategies for international market entry 
and factors influencing market selection. The arrows show that motives for 
internationalization affect both market entry strategies and market selection. Factors 
influencing market selection also affects the market entry strategies. 
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2.4.4 Frame of Reference 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Frame of Reference 

 

RQ1: Motives for going 

international 
 

• Motives 
o Use banks capacity more 

fully 
o Use reputation of the 

bank 
o Reduce Regulations for 

banks 
o Reduce Risk 

(Jumpponen et al, 2004) 
• Proactive or Reactive 

o External/Internal 
(Jumpponen et al, 2004) 

• Pull Effect (Tschoegl, 1997) 
• Home country situation 

(Guillén and Tschoegl, 1999) 
• Country or firm-specific 

advantages (Merrett, 2002) 
• Liberalization of regulations 

(Claessner and Glaessner (1998) 
• Adaptation or Exploration 

(Cattani and Tschoegl, 2002) 

RQ2: Market Entry 

Strategies 
 

• Representative Office 
• Affiliate 
• Branch 
• Subsidiary 

(Uiboupin, 2005; Tschoegl, 1997) 

• Which were the first services 
offered (Jumpponen et al, 2004) 

 

RQ3: Factors influencing 

market selection 
 

• Economic 
• Cultural 
• Standardization vs. 

Customization 
(Samiee, 1999) 

• Deregulation (Tschoegl, 1997) 
• Psychic distance 
• Host country market 
• Oligopolistic reaction  

(Guillén and Tschoegl, 1999) 
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3 Methodology 
 
In this chapter we will introduce the methods how we will collect data to be able to answer 

the research questions we presented in chapter one. We will first give you the purpose of this 

thesis, followed by the research approach and strategy. Furthermore, we will present the data 

collection, sample selection and finally followed by the data analysis. 
 

3.1 Research Purpose 

Wiedersheim and Paul (1989) write that the purpose of a study is to describe something, 
explain reasons, create understanding, predict results and/or suggest measures. Yin (2003) 
continues, that research can be categorized as exploratory, descriptive and explanatory. 
Furthermore Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2003) say that you may have more than one 
purpose for your research and your purpose may change over time. Case studies allow 
researchers to retain holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events – such as 
individual life cycles, organizational and managerial processes, neighborhood change, 
international relations and the maturation of industries (Yin, 2003).  
 
“How” questions are more likely to lead to a case study, as these are more exploratory (Yin, 
2003). This is because such questions deal with operational links needing to be traced over 
time (ibid). Exploratory studies are valuable means of finding out “what is happening: seek 
new insights; ask questions and assess phenomena in new light (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 
2003). As we wish to clarify our understanding in a problem, this method is very useful. 
There are three ways of conducting exploratory research and we will use two of them: 
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003) 

 
• A search of the literature  
• Talking to experts in the subject. 

 
In a descriptive study, which can be an extension, or forerunner, to an exploratory research. 
The objective is to portray an accurate profile of persons, events or situations. Before you do a 
descriptive study, you have to have a clear picture of the phenomena on which you wish to 
collect data prior to data collection. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003) 
 
Explanatory studies study the causal relationships between variables. In this kind of study, the 
goal is to study a situation or a problem in order to explain the relationships between 
variables. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003) 
 
All these strategies can be mixed together and it is often beneficial to do so. In a single study, 
the combination of primary and secondary data is common. The advantages for multi-
methods in the same study are: (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003) 
 

• Different methods can be used for different purposes in a study 
• It enables triangulation 

 
Our study is mainly descriptive, since the focus of the thesis is to describe, collect and analyze 
data about specific phenomena. The study is also exploratory, according to our purpose, 
which is to gain a deeper understanding of internationalization of banks. A part of the thesis 
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can be named explanatory, because we begin to explain the relationship between the entry 
strategies and the different modes of entry. 

3.2 Research Approach 

We have chosen a qualitative research approach, as it is a product of an interpretation process 
as it is produced while it is interpreted and used by the researcher (Denscombe, 2000). 
Qualitative data is mainly words and further can be associated with description and small 
scale-studies (ibid). The descriptions and theories that this type of research creates are rooted 
in reality, which means that the data material has its roots in the social existence conditions. 
Qualitative analysis allows more than one valid explanation, since it is built on the researchers 
interpretation skills (ibid). Bell (2000) further explains that this type of data gives an 
opportunity for insight rather than a statistical analysis. 
 
To obtain our purpose, which is to gain a deeper understanding on the subject, the qualitative 
research approach has been chosen, as it helps us to get the more in-depth information we 
need to fulfill this task. 

3.3 Research Strategy 

According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2003), the research strategy will be a general 
plan of how we will go about answering the research questions we have set up. The research 
strategy will contain clear objectives, derived from our research questions, specify the sources 
from which you intend to collect data and consider the constraints that you will inevitably 
have. Our research questions are based on “how” and therefore we have no control of the 
behavioural events (Yin, 2003). Since our study focuses on contemporary events and because 
we are focusing on a qualitative study, our research strategy will be a case study (ibid). Case 
studies give a rich understanding of the context and has considerable ability to generate 
answers to “how” questions (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). Moreover Saunders, Lewis 
and Thornhill (2003) say that a case study may be a very worthwhile way of exploring 
existing theory and it can able you to challenge an existing theory and provide a source of 
new hypotheses. Case studies give us the tools to study our area in detail as it sheds light on 
particular units rather than a wide spectrum (Denscombe, 2000).  
 
Cross-sectional study or the “snapshot” approach is a study of a particular phenomenon at a 
particular time (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). Many case studies are studies based on 
interviews that are conducted over a short period of time. 

3.4 Data Collection 

To collect our data, we used interviews as our data collection method. An interview is a 
purposeful discussion between two or more people (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). It 
helps the researcher to collect valid and reliable data that are relevant to their research 
questions and objectives (ibid). Since we want a deeper understanding, we need to get 
information from few people to get a deeper insight (Denscombe, 2000). We used semi-
structured interviews. In semi-structured interviews the researcher has a list of themes and 
questions to be covered, which can vary from interview to interview (ibid). The order of the 
questions can vary depending on the flow of the conversation. Also additional questions may 
be required to explore your research questions and objectives given the nature of events 
within particular organizations (ibid). The nature of these kinds of interviews mean, that data 
will be recorded, and in our case the interviews were recorded with a tape recorder and the 
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telephone interview was conducted by using Skype, an Internet telephone program, and 
recorded to the computer.  
 
The interviews were also conducted by one-to-one basis. These kinds of interviews are 
usually done face-to-face, but also through the telephone (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 
2003). Face-to-face is a popular form of interviewing since it is pretty simple to arrange 
(Denscombe, 2000). Another advantage with this type of interview is that the data that is 
collected comes from one source only (ibid). Therefore it is easy to localize the answers to 
certain people (ibid). Our interviews were one-to-one and face-to-face except for interview 
that was conducted through phone, since the respondent was located in Iceland. 
 
Semi-structured interviews are used in qualitative research in order to conduct discussions to 
understand the “how” questions (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). This kind of interviews 
can be used in both exploratory and explanatory studies and can also be used to understand 
the relationships between variables (ibid).  
 
Advantages with interviews are that they are good to gather deep and detailed data, the 
researcher gets valuable insights based on the deep data that is gathered in with the key 
people’s knowledge, it also gives flexibility to the data collection and higher validity is 
obtained. (Denscombe, 2000) 
 
Disadvantages with interviews are that they are time consuming and there is also always the 
danger of bias (Bell, 1993). Analyzing responses can present problems, because it produced 
data that is not pre-coded (Bell, 1993; Denscombe, 2000).   

3.5 Sample Selection 

The banks that we interviewed were chosen from a basis that they are foreign banks that have 
established themselves in Sweden and also are in corporate banking. We sent e-mails to 
different banks that matched this criterion, and we got answers from the two banks, DnB 
NOR from Norway and Kaupthing Bank from Iceland. The two banks are Nordic and 
therefore we can make our study to be about Nordic banks entering Sweden. The respondents 
were chosen by the people at the banks, since they thought the respondents were the right 
people for us and had the information that we needed. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

According to Yin (2003, p.109) “data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, 
testing or otherwise recombining qualitative evidence to address the initial propositions of a 
study”. A case study should have a general analytic strategy to define priorities of what to 
analyze and why.  We will use the strategy “Relying in theoretical propositions” as it is our 
case study’s original objectives and design is based on such propositions, which gave us 
research questions, reviews of literature and the new propositions. 
 
Now that we have chosen a strategy for data analysis and the data has been collected, Miles 
and Huberman (1994) write that the researcher can start to process the data in an analytical 
manner. The analysis is defined as “consisting of three current flows of activity: data 
reduction, data display and conclusion drawing/verification” by Miles and Huberman (1994). 
 

• Data Reduction: is the process when you select, focus, simplify, abstract, and 
transform the data, which later on you write as field-notes (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
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The researcher decides which data will be used until the final conclusions can be 
drawn and verified (ibid). 

• Data Display: “is all the data collected in an organized, compressed, assembled way, 
which allows conclusion drawing and action” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.11). It 
helps us to understand what is happening and to do something (ibid). Moreover Miles 
and Huberman (1994, p.11) state that better displays are a “major avenue to valid 
qualitative analysis”. 

• Conclusion Drawing and Verification: This is the last flow and where the researcher 
begins to decide what things mean by noticing regularities, patterns, explanations, 
possible configurations, causal flows and propositions (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  

 
We will rely on the theoretical propositions and the analysis will follow these three steps 
provided by Miles and Huberman (1994).  

3.7 Validity and Reliability 

 
In this section the validity and reliability of our study will be discussed, and the two concepts 

will be explained. 

3.7.1 Validity 

Validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about 
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003; Bell, 1993). To ensure that our data we have collected is 
what we intended to measure, we designed our interview guide based on the theories we 
explained in chapter two. The aim is to obtain as representative range of responses as possible 
to enable to fulfill the objectives of the study and to provide answers to key questions (Bell, 
1993). We have different amounts of interviews in the two companies, but the people we have 
interviewed have given us good data for us to able to answer our research questions.  
 
Triangulation is used to secure the validity of the results, and is made through the use of 
several sources used when collecting data for a specific phenomenon (Bell, 1993). We have 
made interviews in two different banks and we also taped the interviews to ensure that we 
would not miss anything the interviewees said.  

3.7.2 Reliability 

The source of information has to be viewed critically in order to decide how reliable and valid 
the gathered information is (Bell, 1993). Furthermore reliability is a measurement on to what 
extent the source of information gives the same result at separate occasions with other 
circumstances alike and how stable the measure is (ibid). Since reliability has been first used 
to validate quantitative results, it is not considered to be used in qualitative studies, because 
the social environment and other conditions can change between qualitative measurements 
(ibid). On the account that qualitative results are not necessarily intended to be repeatable 
since they reflect reality at the time they were collected, in a situation which may be subject to 
change (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). The assumption behind this type of research is 
that the circumstances to be explored are complex and dynamic (ibid). The value of using this 
non-standardized approach is derived from the flexibility that you may use to explore the 
complexity of the topic (ibid). Therefore an attempt to ensure that other researchers could 
replicate qualitative, non-standardized research would not be realistic or feasible without 
undermining the strength of this type of research (ibid). To ensure a little bit of reliability, we 
sent the interview guide in advance to give them the opportunity to read through the 
questions, which were thought through to avoid leading questions. 
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4 Empirical Data 
 
This chapter displays the empirical data collected from our interviews. First we will present 

the first case about Kaupthing Bank and then the data from DnB NOR will be presented. 

4.1 Case Study 1: Kaupthing Bank 

Kaupthing Bank is a northern European bank offering integrated financial services to 
companies, institutional investors and individuals (Kaupthing, 2007). Their product portfolio 
includes corporate banking, investment banking, capital markets services, asset management 
and comprehensive wealth management for private banking clients (ibid). They are operating 
in ten different countries and it is the largest bank on their home market, Iceland, and 
currently among the eight largest banks in the Nordic region in terms of market capitalization 
(Company, 2007). Kaupthing Bank has been one of the fastest growing financial groups in 
Europe in the recent years (Kaupthing, 2007). They have achieved this by sound organic 
growth and a number of strategic acquisitions (ibid). 
 
Kaupthing Bank started their Nordic expansion in 2001 by acquiring the Sofi Oyj in Finland 
(Kaupthing, 2007). Kaupthing Bank then continued to acquire in the Nordic market. They 
acquired banks where there was a possibility to acquire (Mr Borsos). After Finland, it was 
Sweden’s turn, followed by Norway and Denmark (Wikipedia, 2007). They also acquired 
Singer & Friedlander in London since Kaupthing realized later on that London is actually the 
financial center of Scandinavia in the extent that all the companies do business through 
London (Mr Sigurgeirsson). According to Mr Sigurgeirsson, there is not much trading 
between Scandinavian countries and that is why they have operations in London. 

4.1 Kaupthing Banks Motivation to Go International 

Motives 

In the interview with the head of communications, Peter Borsos, of Kaupthing Bank in 
Sweden and the Chief Communications Officer, Jónas Sigurgeirsson, of Kaupthing in Iceland, 
we found out the following. They both agree on the point that entering the Nordic market was 
a logical thing to do. Mr Sigurgeirsson continues that in 1996 Kaupthing Bank was becoming 
a successful brokers firm and in order to grow, they needed to go outside Iceland, as Iceland 
is a small country. Mr Borsos says that Iceland is like a miniature of Sweden. The Icelandic 
banks have followed their clients and their first external markets are the Nordic countries 
where Sweden is the largest country. Although this was not the case in Sweden as they were 
not following their customers (Mr Sigurgeirsson). 
 
Proactive or Reactive Motivations 
When it comes to external and internal motivations, Mr Borsos says that for Kaupthing Bank 
it was definitely proactive triggers that made them internationalize. Mr Borsos explains that 
diversification was a must for Kaupthing Bank. He continues that visionary leadership, brand 
increase and brand identity were also triggers for internationalization.  
 
Also external triggers such as strategic presence was important. You have to follow your 
clients or otherwise you will lose them.  
 
It is important for Kaupthing Bank that the shareholders will get dividend. If the dividend is 
better when Kaupthing Bank is not growing, then they will not grow. In the long run a bank 
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will make money if it grows, but it has to do right acquisitions to grow. (Mr Borsos; Mr 
Sigurgeirsson) 
 
About information technology (IT), Mr Borsos says that it is important that the IT costs do 
not grow when you get more clients, and that is what all banks are working on.  
 
According to Mr Borsos Kaupthing Bank is opportunistic, in a good way. It is not always that 
they do as they have planned, like acquisitions, but they are always looking (Mr Borsos). If 
they find some acquisition that they have said they will not go there, but if it looks good and 
fits in the organization, they will go forward with it (ibid). Kaupthing Bank is always 
searching for something new through a business development team, so there has not been just 
that they have been sitting down and then something suddenly comes to them like a surprise 
(Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). The new direction might be towards another way or maybe a 
different market or something like that. They have a proactive attitude and he continues that 
no bank in the world will come to the Nordic countries by chance, but it will be proactive (Mr 
Borsos). Sigurgeirsson adds that they are also all the time contacted and offered companies to 
buy, which they might give a look. 
 
Home Market Situation 

Decline and saturation of the local/national market is what has happened in Iceland. Iceland is 
a small country and it is not possible to grow that much there anymore (Mr Borsos, Mr 
Sigurgeirsson). 
 
Country/Firm Specific Advantages 
In the beginning Kaupthing Bank had some cultural trouble when entering Sweden. It was a 
disadvantage to be a bank coming from Iceland as people had prejudices against Icelanders 
(Mr Borsos). Mr Sigurgeirsson says they were hammered pretty hard by Aktiespararna, 
Dagens Industri and the former management of JP Nordiska (the company they acquired), 
which lead to that the management of JP Nordiska were thrown away, in order to change the 
company. The management of JP Nordiska was also campaigning against Kaupthing and their 
name was very much damaged in Scandinavia. There were stories in the media that were not 
that nice, like that “Iceland is a fish market” (Mr Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). Some 
shareholders in the acquired companies also had comments about the bid that Kaupthing Bank 
put on the table, which they thought was a fair bid (Mr Borsos). But now it has changed and 
coming from Iceland is an advantage. People think about Iceland as an exciting country.  
 
Mr Borsos describes Kaupthing Bank’s company specific advantages as they have shown 
good ability to make good acquisitions and integrate them, which is very important for a bank 
like Kaupthing Bank who grows through acquisitions. Mr Sigurgeirsson describes their firm-
specific advantage as “Kaupthing has never been in the business of exporting Icelanders and 

what I mean with that is that out of the 350 people that are working in the Swedish office, 

there are one or none Icelanders working there. So they have nothing to do with Iceland 

actually”. Mr Borsos continues that, as the board controls the bank and the management in 
Sweden is Swedish, it has worked well.  

4.1.2 Kaupthing Banks Market Entry Strategies 

For Kaupthing Bank, the internationalization to Sweden started with a representative office 
with a few people working there for about a year and a half (Mr Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). 
Mr Borsos explains that it is extremely hard to grow organically to a big bank in a new 
country. Mr Sigurgeirsson continues that the operation in Sweden was not that successful and 
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then they decided to look for something to buy. When the opportunity came, Kaupthing 
acquired banks in all the Nordic markets. In Sweden, Kaupthing first acquired Aragon, 
Brokers Company, and then later they merged Aragon with JP Nordiska and finally they took 
over it and became Kaupthing Bank. 
 
Acquiring banks is not easy, according to Mr Borsos. Many things have to fall in place for it 
to happen. When Kaupthing Bank acquired in Sweden, the stock market was in downfall, 
which made the acquisition very cheap. But in the end, since the bank that was acquired was 
in such a bad shape, that it took a lot of management hours to fix it, which became very 
expensive (Mr Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). At first they had to lay off employees from 
approximately 300 to 180, but they are now up in 350 employees. So in the process it has 
been a long journey, but are now profitable and are pretty happy with the operation in Sweden 
but it took a long time for them to walk the line (Mr Sigurgeirsson). So today Kaupthing Bank 
has a policy that a bank they are acquiring has to be making profits and has to be well run (Mr 
Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). It was a coincidence that they first big acquisition was in Sweden. 
It might as well have been in Denmark or Norway. The opportunities to acquire decided to 
which market they would go first.  
 
Mr Borsos says that he does not believe a representative office is necessary as the first step, 
but a bank has gone international because they might have customers of significance or they 
are interested in acquiring, but acquisitions don’t grow on trees. Sometimes you might have a 
representative office for three years, and sometimes you barely have time to start it up and 
you manage to acquire. And of course there are always competitors who are interested in the 
same acquisition.   
 
Kaupthing’s strategy has been acquisition in all markets, except Luxembourg. Kaupthing 
started there in 1998 with one man who had a sign on the door. Today it has grown to about 
200 employees and stands for about 10 per cent of Kaupthing Banks result and is the second 
largest Nordic bank in Luxembourg. 
 
If They Would Have Done Anything Differently 

When we asked them both about if they though Kaupthing Bank would have done differently 
looking back at what happened, they both answered no. Perhaps that they should not have 
acquired a bank that was in a crisis, but on the other hand there were no other options. 
Ultimately Kaupthing Bank is in the Swedish market and is there with a presence (Mr 
Borsos). They are happy with that and there are not much Kaupthing Bank could have done 
differently. 
 
First Services Offered 

Kaupthing started out with just stock related banking in Sweden. After that they have added 
corporate banking, investment banking, private banking management, capital markets and 
treasury. Kaupthings’ core business is corporate and investment banking which leads to that 
there is a need for private banking and capital markets. Kaupthing Bank strives for having the 
same services in all countries. Should be noted that retail banking is only active on their home 
market. 
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4.1.3 Kaupthing Banks Foreign Market Selection 

Cultural 
For Kaupthing Bank the factors that influenced the choice of Nordic countries are that 
Icelanders know the markets pretty well. Many Icelanders go to the Nordic countries and to 
work sometime in their life. (Mr Borsos) 
There are a lot of differences between Sweden and Iceland. Icelanders are much more relaxed 
and there is no hierarchy. There is much more formality and different classes in Sweden. In 
Iceland everyone can call the CEO himself and I don’t think many can do that in Sweden, so 
it’s a much more open and flatter structure. (Mr Sigurgeirsson) 
 
Liberalizations 

There have not been any liberalization that has influenced the decisions to go to Sweden.  
 
Psychic Distance 
The choice of Sweden was the logical step to take if you would want to grow as a bank, a 
presence in Sweden was important (Mr Borsos). Sweden is the largest financial market in the 
Nordic countries with approximately half of the volume of the business and is the only way to 
other markets (Mr Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). You can’t be without Sweden if you want to 
build a Nordic group  (Mr Borsos).  
 
Host Country Market 

The big difference in Swedish and Icelandic markets is that Icelandic market is so much 
younger and immature compared to the Swedish market, which is much more evolved (Mr 
Borsos, Mr Sigurgeirsson). Sweden has had a stock exchange for about 100 years and Iceland 
for 15 or 20 years, and of course, there is a huge difference between them (Mr Sigurgeirsson). 
It was a tougher market, more competition, less margins and harder to make money than in 
the Icelandic market. (Mr Borsos). Now that we acquired JP Nordiska we were listed in 
Sweden and we had to fulfill the regulations from the Swedish stock exchange and find 
ourselves inspected almost every day (Mr Sigurgeirsson). It made them a bit more 
professional in Iceland when they fulfilled the Swedish regulations and demands since these 
did not exist in Iceland. 

4.1.3 Additional Data 

Mr Borsos, at Kaupthing Bank, says that when it comes to big business, the bank does not 
necessarily have to have a large presence in the Swedish market. In investment banking 
related to the stock market and corporate banking the banks do not have to have a presence in 
the Swedish market. They might have a small representative office, but they are not large 
banks in Sweden. The competition goes over national borders. 

4.2 Case Study 2: DnB NOR 

DnB NOR is a Norwegian bank that offers financial solutions within the area of acquisition 
finance, structured finance, real estate and cash management (DnB NOR, 2007). They are 
market leading in Norway and one of the biggest banks in Scandinavia (ibid). The history 
behind DnB NORs internationalization starts, according to Mr Sigfrids, with Bergen Bank 
that was a relative small Norwegian business bank, which cooperated with SE-Banken, Privat 
Banken in Denmark, and Nordea. Four actors that cooperated in Scandinavian Banking 
Partners between 1984 to 1994. It would have been simple to create a similar cooperation as 
Nordea is now, but bank crises in Norway in 1990 (that later on struck Sweden) disrupted the 
cooperation. Norske Kredit Bank and Bergen Bank then became a merger in 1990 and Norske 
Bank was born. Back to the Scandinavian Banking Partners in 1994, where SE-Bank declares 
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a wish to open a branch in Norway. This wish of competing in Norway was not what DnB 
NOR wanted and by that, ended the cooperation and Scandinavian Banking Partners 
dissolved. Instead DnB NOR opened branches in 1994 in Sweden, Copenhagen and 
Hamburg. The background for this expansion to Sweden is that they saw that many of the 
Norwegian companies established or hade a cooperation with the Swedish industry. They saw 
the same thing in Germany and Denmark.  
 
Mr Sigfrids tells that DnB NOR followed their customers abroad and be their bank in that 
country. That is their whole philosophy of an establishment abroad. In 2005 they started a 
dialog with Norddeutche Landesbank. DnB NOR had in that point of time done a merger in 
the Norwegian market and it was a giant. This merger made their activities more complete 
and ready for looking for markets in other parts of the world. They opened a branch in 
Denmark that had markets in the Baltic States, Finland, Denmark and Germany. DnB NOR 
took over the branches that Norddeutche Landesbank had in Sweden with 100 per cent 
ownership. By that DnB NOR define Sweden as their future home market. A move that was 
strategic from DnB NOR’s side. To grow in Sweden, an important aspect was to have a 
Swedish management that gives a clear strength with the Swedish co-workers. The strategy 
for the future is separated in two. First, DnB NOR will continue to be the best bank in Sweden 
for Norwegian customers and business related to Norwegian activity. Second, DnB NOR 
wants to grow and try to niche themselves in the Swedish market, a strategy that they attend 
to reach within five years. 

4.2.1 DnB NOR’s Motives to Go International 

The interview with DnB NOR was conducted with five different individuals on five different 
positions in the organization. These five people were; Hasse Sigfrids, head of client services, 
Ingar Knudsen, former CEO for DnB NOR now head of Nordic desk, Louise Francke Örbom, 
head of analyst, Karin Bergkvist, head of cash management and Katarina Utterström, head of 
administration. 
 
Motives 

DnB NOR’s motivation to go international was, as stated before, to follow their Norwegian 
customers that where conducting more business in Sweden and internationally. In 
consideration was also the fact that there was an opportunity to earn money where companies 
from Norway used Swedish banks in their activities in Sweden (Mr Sigfrids). Miss Francke 
Örbom also said that DnB NOR had grown so much in Norway and wanted to expand the 
horizon and grow somewhere else, besides Sweden has many similarities with Norway. The 
potential to grow was also a reason and an objective to enter Sweden, according to Miss 
Bergkvist. 
 
Proactive or Reactive Motivations  

Ten years ago, the main motive to go abroad, according to Mr Mnudsen, was to serve existing 
customers who have gone international, which is a reactive external motivation. Now DnB 
NOR are proactive, both internally and externally, by searching for market power, increase 
market share and increase brand identity, because DnB NOR’s brand is relatively unknown, 
especially in Sweden. They want to build a brand in Sweden in both, private and retail 
market. Further on, a visionary leadership is a trigger; and diversification will definitely come 
in the future. Under the external triggers, DnB NOR see themselves as having strategic 
presence vis-à-vis competitors by increase concentration through mergers and acquisition, 
which they have used and will definitely use in the future. Furthermore, improvements in IT 
and improvements in physical infrastructure are also considered as external triggers.  
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It is obvious that, from 1995 to 2005, DnB NOR was a more reactive bank because they were 
not one of the leaders on the market. Instead they served the ircustomers that wished to be 
served by them. So they have gone from being reactive to proactive the last one and a half 
year. Miss Utterström also said that the reactive external motivation, saturation of the local 
market must have been a trigger, since DnB NOR was and is very big in Norway. 
 
Pull-effect 

Since DnB NOR’s strategy has been to follow their customers, the pull-effect has always been 
there, according to Mr Knudsen and Miss Bergkvist. They have had offices in New York, 
Singapore and London for 30 years in the shipping industry. So the banks internationalization 
strategy and choice of the path is, first and foremost, about segments and branches, which are 
strong, therefore they follow the Norwegian companies abroad. 
 
The Home Market Situation 
DnB NOR was large in their home market when they decided to go international (Mr 
Sigfrids). They were hunting for more market shares, which had a limited growth and did not 
see any growth opportunities on the home market, but they were able to see them 
internationally. And Sweden is the market that is the closest, both geographically and in size. 
He further said that Sweden is Norway’s third most important business partner and vice versa. 
The two countries have a high amount of business conducted between them. Originally, the 
ability to grow mattered and Sweden was close in more than one aspect. Mr Knudsen also 
said that the strong global development affected. Country borders where getting more and 
more wiped out and the global markets were growing which meant that their customers were 
following and wanted and became more global. Except for the global market, the Swedish 
market also started moving towards Norway and Scandinavia as a market had more and more 
become a concept. 
 
Country/Firm Specific Advantages 
Norway’s cultural closeness to Sweden was seen as a country specific advantage (Mr 
Sigfrids). Not only the culture was close, but also geographically and language wise. 
Moreover, the fact that a large amount of business was already conducted between both 
countries was also seen as an advantage. According to Mr Knudsen, in addition Norway is 
known for being a raw material nation where shipping and energy are areas where Norway is 
strong. This has made Norway globally known for many years. DnB NOR’s previous 
experience of successful mergers is an advantage for their company, according to Miss 
Utterström. The experience of successfully conducting mergers will give an advantage that 
will help in future internationalization. She also mentioned that DnB NOR has a strong 
culture in their organization. 
 
The Effect of Liberalization 
The effect of liberalization of regulations within the banking industry gave different answers. 
Mr Sigfrids said that it was a prerequisite for them to be able to enter the Swedish market. But 
Mr Knudsen gave the answer that he did not think that it affected in anyway. 
 
Host Country Market 
From a Norwegian aspect, Sweden is seen as a similar market according to all the people we 
interviewed. But according to Mr Sigfrids, within the banking industry there are big 
differences, for example the Swedish infrastructure where there is a central clearing house 
(Bankhuscentralen). This means that the customer is communicating direct to the clearing 
house and not direct to the bank. And as always there are local services that differ, no matter 
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where you decide to internationalize. Mr Knudsen also argues that the Swedish market has 
always differed a little bit from the Norwegian market, especially in the industrial sector. 
Norway is more of an oil and Sweden is more of a manufacturing industry (Miss Utterström). 
They also saw that big investments were directed towards Sweden, for example Hydro and 
Statoil investments and acquisitions in Sweden at the end of 1980 (Mr Knudsen). Miss 
Francke Örbom also talks about the similarities of the two countries and that they are so close 
that it is like expanding in your own country. Further on, Miss Bergkvist argues that the 
choice of entering Sweden was not just because of the similarities between the countries, but 
also the market and the ability to go international, because of the amount of large businesses 
that are international in Sweden. She further says that we have a global network that can take 
us forward as a part of the solution. 
 

4.2.2 DnB NOR’s Market Entry Strategies 

DnB NOR has branches in Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Germany, USA, England, China 
(Shanghai) and Singapore (Mr Sigfrids). Singapore, USA and England have been, a part of 
DnB NOR’s internationalization for a long time. They use representative offices on certain 
strategic places as Santiago de Chile and Cairo. The countries outside Scandinavia are, first 
and foremost, for shipping and fishing as a reason to establish them, either through 
representative offices or branches. Mr Knudsen said that DnB NOR’s strategy has often been 
to start relatively small.  
 
The last time they internationalized, which was in Shanghai, started with a representative 
office before they established a branch. Except starting small, they want to act on markets that 
they can and are familiar with, for example shipping, energy and a few strategic logical areas. 
Besides that, they have also purchased and established in areas that are close to them. In 
addition, they have chosen to purchase banks in Russia and also strategically up in the 
Nordkalotten where there are heavy investments in the oil industry. He ends by saying that 
overall strategy is to enter markets where their customers are present. In the core strategy, it is 
both because of the customer’s are there and that they also see growth opportunities. The 
reason behind the choice of branches instead of a representative office in Sweden was to be 
able to be closer, be able to use much of the capacity and be more of a complete bank (Mr 
Sigfrids). You can also benefit from being a small organization, but still have a large 
organization behind that the customer sees (Miss Francke Örbom). 
 
If They Would Have Done Anything Differently 

The strategy that they have chosen is a strategy that they are overall satisfied with, according 
to Mr Sigfrids. The strategy, to offer services in Sweden for their Norwegian customers and 
their Swedish subsidiaries has been consistent, even though they have had opportunities to 
generate fast money. He personally thinks that it has been overall good and successful 
strategy for DnB NOR. But that you always can think of if they could have entered the 
Swedish market much earlier. Mr Knudsen finally said that if you think about the position that 
the Danske Bank has gained on the Swedish market, so he thinks they should have acquired 
earlier. 
 
The Start of the Internationalization 

DnB NOR’s internationalization started within the shipping industry and in countries like 
USA, Singapore and England (Mr Sigfrids). The internationalization process started early into 
those countries and now the focus is on the Nordic countries. The same concept has been used 
on all the Nordic countries and also Germany. Sweden was first, closely followed by 
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Germany, Denmark, and lastly Finland a couple of years after that. The strategy has been to 
establish branches with mainly local employees and the head of the branch have ether been a 
Swede or a Norwegian. The internationalization to the Nordic countries was a lot about being 
able to expand and of course the fact that their customers were and wanted to become more 
international. 
 
 

First Services Offered 
The first services that they started to offer in the Nordic countries were cash management 
services. This service is also offered within the shipping industry. (Mr Knudsen) 

4.2.3 DnB NOR’s Foreign Market Selection 

In every start in a new country, there are unique pieces and differences that you have to deal 
with (Mr Sigfrids). The infrastructure is different, as stated before, and they have had to act 
differently depending on which country they entered. Mr Knudsen on the other hand has not 
experienced any differences that have affected the strategy to enter Sweden. Miss Bergkvist 
also said that how the market looked at the time, had no big differences that affected. 
 
Liberalizations 
Mr Sigfrids said that liberalizations in the banking industry were a prerequisite for DnB NOR 
to enter Sweden in the first place. Mr Knudson on other hand said that it did not really have 
any effect.  
 
Economic 

When it comes to the product portfolio Mr Knudson explained that they have helped 
Norwegian companies in Sweden with taxing, since Norwegian companies have wanted to 
operate as Swedish suppliers. Miss Bergkvist continues that DnB NOR is gradually changing 
the product portfolio generally to meet the market demands. Furthermore, DnB NOR had a 
good product base. Finally, Mr Sigfrids said that the infrastructure has affected the product 
portfolio. 
 
Cultural 

They all agree that the culture is quite similar in Norway and Sweden. Miss Utterström said 
that it was most likely just easier to establish in Sweden than other countries culturally. 
Although there might have been some big brother complex, because it was a Norwegian bank 
entering Sweden, said Miss Bergkvist. Furthermore, Miss Bergkvist said that Sweden and 
Norway jokes and stories can affect attitudes. Both countries are pretty similar in language 
and mentality (Mr Knudson). Miss Utterström ends by saying that there will always be 
differences in cultures and in this case the level of cultural difference is low compared to 
other countries and cultures. 
 
Psychic Distance 

They all say closeness was an important factor and Mr Knudson concludes that it is easier 
with the short distances. 
 
Host Country Market 

In the Swedish market there is Bank- and Plusgiro (Mr Sigfrids). It is very established that the 
client can communicate directly with the bank. This system is very specific for the Swedish 
market and the cooperation that is there. The system is very much appreciated by DnB NOR’s 
Norwegian customers.  
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They all say that the four largest banks (Swedbank, SEB, Handelsbanken and Nordea) 
dominate the Swedish market and Danske Bank is becoming large as the fifth bank. There are 
also some smaller banks and some niche banks, but it is very hard to enter the Swedish market 
as a newcomer, said Miss Utterström. She continues that there are already good products to 
offer on the market and you probably have to be very nisched to enter the Swedish market.  
Some banks are even talking about the Nordic countries as one single market (Mr Sigfrids). It 
is different in Norway where there is only one large bank, DnB NOR, and many small banks 
(Miss Örbom). 
 
Oligopolistic Reaction 

Mr Sigfrids states that there where definitely activities in the market when they decided to 
enter in 1995. Many of the companies that entered and left the market have not been 
competitors to them because they were nisched. You rather look at them as companions 
facing the same problems, but having different target groups in the market (ibid). Mr Knudsen 
also said that there were a lot of banks establishing presence, which definitely affected their 
way of acting. The banks he mention that entered the same period where ABM Amro, 
Privatbanken, Finnish and French banks (ibid). 
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5 Data Analysis  
 

In this chapter our collected data will be analysed and compared to theories presented in the 

conceptual framework in chapter two. The analysis that is conducted will attempt to answer 

the research questions, which will lead to conclusions that will be presented in chapter six. 

We will, for each research question, use a within case-analysis and finally display a cross-

case analysis. 

5.1 Within-Case Analysis 

5.1.1 Within-Case Analysis for Kaupthing Bank 

Motives for Going International 
In our conceptual framework Jumpponen et al (2004) state that the motives on 
internationalization, from a banker’s perspective, can be divided into four groups. 

• Use the banks capacity more fully 
• Use reputation of the parent bank 
• Reduce regulations for banks 
• Reduce risks 
 

The data we collected gave us the information that Kaupthing Banks motive to go 
international was first and foremost to be able to grow because of the home markets 
saturation, since Iceland is a small country. The motive to expand to Sweden was the fact that 
the financial market is the largest in Sweden within the Nordic countries. Comparing the 
answers to Jumpponens et al’s (2004) theory, we cannot see any relationship with Kaupthing 
Bank.  Although, some relationship could be found, in the “use of banks capacity more fully”, 
since Kaupthing Bank had a saturated home market and wanted to grow. 
 
Jumpponen et al (2004) also state proactive and reactive motivations for internationalization, 
with internal and external triggers. In the interview with Kaupthing Bank, a proactive view is 
presented that motivated them to go international. Diversification was a must for the bank to 
survive as well as visionary leadership, brand increase and brand identity were internal 
triggers for Kaupthing Bank. External triggers were also motives for them to go international. 
They mention IT as important and acquisitions that they constantly look for. Finally, a 
reactive motivation is mentioned, the external trigger, decline and saturation of the local 
market. Since Iceland is a small country, the possibility to grow is limited. Overall, Kaupthing 
Bank sees them as opportunistic and proactive. Comparing the theory with the Kaupthing 
Bank, we can see a strong relationship on the proactive motivations and a weaker relationship 
on the reactive part of the theory. 
 
Tschoegl’s (1997) pull effect theory talks about large banks that have large customers doing 
business abroad, which was why the banks were pulled to go international. Kaupthing Bank 
says that the pull-effect have been affecting them to go international to many countries but not 
to Sweden. Here Tschoegl’s (1997) theory show a strong relationship for Kaupthing Bank 
when internationalizing in general, but when it comes to entering Sweden the relationship to 
the theory is weak. 
 
In the case of Spanish banks in Latin America, according to Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), the 
Spanish banks wanted to expand their operations due to the saturation in the Spanish market. 
This has also happened to Kaupthing Bank, as their home market is Iceland, which is very 
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small. Entering the Nordic countries was a logical thing since they wanted to grow and the 
home market was too small and saturated. 
 
Further on, Merrett’s (2002) study on gaining an advantage on the international markets, 
which can be through country-specific advantages and/or firm-specific advantages, will be 
compared with the data we collected. Kaupthing Bank actually hade some country-specific 
disadvantages because of preconceived notion from the Swedish financial industry. Iceland 
was seen as a “fish market” that did not belong on the financial district in Sweden. Kaupthing 
Banks name was damaged under this period. Now, coming from Iceland is seen as an 
advantage and people see Iceland as an exciting country. A firm-specific advantage for 
Kaupthing Bank, is according to them, their ability to conduct successful acquisitions and 
integrating them; since that’s the way they grow. The success behind it, according to them, is 
that they believe in having local employment instead of Icelandic.  
 
Cattani and Tschoegl’s (2002) theory that discusses adaptation and exploration processes, 
which bottoms within the bank and introduces variation of the firm’s geographic scope. 
Where adaptation process is when a firm is seeking internationalization opportunities in a 
market that is similar to their own and exploration process is also referred to as the non-local 
search. Kaupthing Bank refers Iceland as a miniature of Sweden and a logic step for them 
since they wanted to grow. The big difference between both countries is that the Icelandic 
market is so much younger and immature. 
 
Finally, Claessens and Glaessner’s (1998) theory, where they write about the effects of 
deregulation, that has had an effect on internationalization. Kaupthing Banks 
internationalization started at 2002 so the deregulation has not been affecting them in any 
way.  
 
Market Entry Strategies 
According to Uiboupin (2005), a bank can set up a representative office, a branch, an affiliate 
and a subsidiary. In Sweden, Kaupthing Bank had a representative office for a while, but it 
was not going very well and therefore they chose to look for an acquisition (Mr 
Sigurgeirsson). In the interview, Mr Borsos said that the strategy for Kaupthing Bank has 
been acquisition, in all countries, and to set up subsidiaries when they get the opportunity. As 
mentioned before, Luxembourg was Kaupthing Bank’s exception case, where they grew 
organically to become a big bank and it became the second largest Nordic bank there. 
 
When it comes to the theory by Tschoegl (1997), he writes that those that did most progress 
did so by acquiring local firms rather than growing organically. Kaupthing had a 
representative office for a while until they felt that the representative office was not successful 
and started looking for banks to acquire. There has been one case for Kaupthing when they 
have organically grown to become a big bank, which is the case of Luxembourg, which has 
grown to the second largest Nordic bank there.  
 
Uiboupins (2005) writes in his study that foreign banks acquire banks in crisis in Central and 
Eastern Europe and then restructure them. Mr Borsos comments that acquiring is not easy and 
many things have to fall in place. The lesson Kaupthing Bank learned was that if they are 
going to acquire a bank, it should be in good condition financially and making profits, since it 
took a lot of money in form of management hours to fix it.  
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Tschoegl (1997) also says that survival rate for newcomers have to do with prior experience 
as a representative office. Mr Borsos disagrees with the theory of having a representative 
office first. He believes that a bank goes international because of customers of significance or 
that they are interested in acquiring. Since acquisitions do not grow in trees, you might have 
to have a representative office for some time.  
 
Market Selection 

Samiee (1999) explains that the main regulatory obstacles that affect market entry strategies 
are economic impediments, cultural impediments and standardization vs. customizations. 
 
Economic Impediments 

According to Samiee (1999) the trend is that the more developed a market is, the higher 
limitations it is for a service company. There have not been any impediments that have 
affected Kaupthing Banks choice of Sweden.  
 
Cultural Impediments 

According to Samiee (1999) this impediment plays a role in the acceptability and the adoption 
pattern of services. Mr Sigurgeirsson says that Icelanders are much more relaxed and open-
minded. He continues that in Iceland everyone can call the CEO, which in his mind does not 
happen in Sweden because there is much more formality and different classes. 
 
Standardization vs. customization 

The government can have an affect on the financial services business by regulations (Samiee, 
1999). Kaupthing Bank started out with just one service, but they strive to have the same 
services in all the markets they are on, except for their home market where they also have 
retail banking. They have not come across any regulations that affected their product 
portfolio.  
 
Liberalizations 

Tschoegl (1997) writes that as Norway opened their markets many banks entered 
immediately. Sweden had a closed market until 1986 and still only allowed subsidiaries. 
Kaupthing entered Sweden in 2002. Mr Borsos does not believe any liberalization have taken 
place that has influenced their decision to go to Sweden.  
 
Communication 

Guillén and Tschoegl (1999) write about the importance of communication and the familiarity 
of the region. Kaupthing Bank had the opinion that closeness was without doubt a major 
reason for choosing Sweden. Mr Borsos pointed out that many Icelanders know the market 
really well as many of them go to the Nordic countries and work sometime in their life. As 
stated before, Mr Sigurgeirsson says Icelanders are more relaxed than Swedes and also less 
formal and there is only one class. Iceland has a much more open and flatter structure and 
anyone can call anyone in the organization. 
 
Host Country Market 

Guillen and Tschoegl (1999) write that the Spanish banks were looking for markets that 
allowed them to grow faster and get higher margins than on their home market. Kaupthing 
Bank wants to grow as a bank and become a Nordic bank. As Sweden is the largest financial 
market in the Nordic countries this was seen as a logical move (Mr Borsos, Mr 
Sigurgeirsson).  
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Oligopolistic reaction 

Guillén and Tschoegl (1999) explain that firms match each other’s choices in a pattern of 
move-countermove or action-reaction. There was a lot of movement in the beginning of the 
21st century in the banking sector (Mr Borsos).   

5.1.2 Within-Case Analysis for DnB NOR 

Motives for Going International 

In our conceptual framework Jumpponen et al (2004) state that the motives on 
internationalization, from a banker’s perspective, can be divided into four groups. 

• Use the banks capacity more fully 
• Use reputation of the parent bank 
• Reduce regulations for banks 
• Reduce risks 

 
DnB NOR’s first motive was the fact that their customers expanded and conducted business 
abroad. Secondly, DnB NOR is the largest bank in Norway and to be able to grow more they 
hade to look beyond the borders of Norway. So their motives were to follow their customers 
and to be able to grow. 
 
Jumpponen et al (2004) also state proactive and reactive motivations for internationalization, 
with internal and external triggers. DnB NOR says that they have gone from being reactive to 
proactive in the last one and a half year. Ten years ago, the main motive to go international 
for DnB NOR was to service existing customers who had gone international, a reactive and 
external trigger. Now they see them as proactive both internally and externally. The internal 
triggers they state are searching for market power and increased market share as well as 
increased brand identity, since DnB NOR is quite unknown in Sweden. They also see 
visionary leadership as a trigger and diversification as a future trigger. Further on, proactive 
external triggers that motivated them are strategic presence vis-à-vis competitors; increasing 
concentration (through acquisitions and mergers), which they have used and will use in the 
future. Additionally, improvements in information technology and improvements in physical 
infrastructure (communication networks) are triggers they see. Finally, decline and saturation 
of local/national market has been a trigger for DnB NOR. 
 
Tschoegl’s (1997) pull effect theory talking about large banks that have large customers doing 
business abroad which pull the banks to go international. DnB has a strategy that is to follow 
their customers. So the pull-effect has always been there. Here, Tschoegl’s (1997) theory 
shows a strong relationship for DnB NOR in their internationalization. 
 
In the case of Spanish banks in Latin America, according to Guillén and Tschoegl (1999), the 
Spanish banks wanted to expand their operations due to the saturation in the Spanish market. 
DnB NOR were, and still are, one of the largest banks in Norway when they decided to go 
international. They internationalized because they did not see any growth opportunities on 
their home market. DnB NOR also saw that the market in general was becoming more and 
more global, which also meant that their customers were too. 
 
Further on, Merrett’s (2002) study on gaining an advantage on the international markets, 
which can be through country-specific advantages and/or firm-specific advantages. DnB 
NOR’s country-specific advantages are according to them the closeness to Sweden, not only 
geographically, but language and culture wise too. They also see an advantage in the fact that 
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there has already been business conducted between the both countries. Norway has also been 
known internationally for many years through being a raw material nation. DnB NOR’s firm-
specific advantages are, according to them, their previous experience of successful mergers 
and a strong culture in their organization. The theory and data shows a relationship because 
they see them having advantages that have been favorable in their internationalization. 
 
Cattani & Tschoegl’s (2002) theory that discusses adaptation and exploration processes that 
bottoms within the bank and introduces variation of the firm’s geographic scope. Where 

adaptation process is when a firm is seeking internationalization opportunities in a market that 
is similar to their own. Exploration process also referred to as the non-local search. DnB NOR 
says that Sweden is a similar market with some differences, for example the infrastructure and 
the industries that the countries act within. But they see Sweden as expanding in their own 
country, although with an international opportunity, because of the large amount of 
international business conducted in Sweden. We can see a strong relationship to the 
adaptation process where both see Sweden as a similar market and a minor relationship to the 
exploration process since DnB NOR see Sweden as an international opportunity too. 
 
Finally, Claessens and Glaessner’s (1998) theory where they write about the effects of 
deregulation, which had has an effect on internationalization. DnB NOR have been according 
to one of the respondent a condition for them to be able to enter the Swedish market. But 
another person said that he did not think that it affected DnB NORs strategy in any way. 
 
Market Entry Strategies 

According to Uiboupin (2005), a bank can set up a representative office, a branch, an affiliate 
and a subsidiary. DnB NOR uses mostly branches, but also have representative offices in 
certain strategic places. 
 
When it comes to the theory by Tschoegl (1997), he writes that those that did most progress 
did so by acquiring local firms rather than growing organically. This reflects the comment by 
Mr Knudsen when he said that DnB NOR should have been acquiring earlier than they did. 
 
Tschoegl (1997) also says that survival rate for newcomers have to do with prior experience 
as a representative office. Mr Knudsen of DnB NOR says that their strategy is to start small 
with a representative office before establishing a branch. 
 
Market Selection 
Samiee (1999) explains that the main regulatory obstacles that affect market entry strategies 
are economic impediments, cultural impediments and standardization vs. customizations. 
 
Economic Impediments 

According to Samiee (1999), the trend is that the more developed a market is, the higher 
limitations a service company has. There have not been any impediments for DnB NOR. DnB 
NOR’s customers like the bank- and plusgiro system is more like an advantage than an 
impediment. 
 
Cultural Impediments 

According to Samiee (1999), this impediment plays a role in the acceptability and the 
adoption pattern of services. The cultural impediments are very small in the case of DnB 
NOR. Of course there might be some minor “big brother” complex and jokes between the two 
countries, but otherwise the level of cultural difference is small. 
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Standardization vs. customization 

The government can have an effect on the financial services business by regulations (Samiee, 
1999). DnB NOR offers cash management services to all of their international customers.  
 
Liberalizations 

Tschoegl (1997) writes that as Norway opened their markets many banks entered 
immediately. Sweden had a closed market until 1986 and still only allowed subsidiaries. DnB 
NOR entered Sweden in 1995. Mr Sigfrids say, that liberalizations were a prerequisite for 
DnB NOR to enter Sweden in the first place. 
 
Communication 

Guillén and Tschoegl (1999) write about the importance of communication and the familiarity 
of the region. The culture is pretty similar in Norway and Sweden, even though there are 
always some differences, but in the case of DnB NOR it was small. As Swedish and 
Norwegian languages are similar, it makes it easier to communicate between Swedes and 
Norwegians. 
 
Host Country Market 

Guillen and Tschoegl (1999) write that the Spanish banks were looking for markets that 
allowed them to grow faster and get higher margins than on their home market. As stated 
before, DnB NOR follows their customers and are not mainly seeking for new markets to 
grow.  
 
Oligopolistic reaction 

Guillén and Tschoegl (1999) explain that firms match each other’s choices in a pattern of 
move-countermove or action-reaction. When DnB NOR entered in 1995 there was definitely 
activity. Altough many of the companies that entered and left were not competitors to DnB 
NOR, but they were very nisched (Sigfrids, 2006). Banks like ABM Amro, Privatbanken and 
Finnish and French banks had an effect on the way DnB NOR acted. 
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5.2 Cross-Case Analysis 

   
Motives for Internationalization Kaupthing Bank DnB NOR 

• Use banks capacity more fully Medium32 Medium 
• Use reputation of the bank Weak Weak 
• Reduce regulations for banks Weak Weak 
• Reduce risk Weak Weak 
• Proactive/Internal Strong Strong 
• Proactive/External Strong Strong 
• Reactive/Internal Weak Weak 
• Reactive/External Medium Strong 
• Pull-Effect Medium Strong 
• Home country situation Strong Strong 
• Country/firm specific advantages Weak Strong 
• Liberalizations of regulations Weak Weak 
• Adaptation Medium Strong 
• Exploration Medium Medium 

 
Market Entry Strategies  

  

• Representative Office Weak Strong 
• Affiliate Weak Medium 
• Branch Weak Strong 
• Subsidiary Strong Weak 

 

Market selection  

  

• Economic Weak Weak 
• Cultural Medium Weak 
• Standardization Strong Strong 
• Customization Weak Weak 
• Deregulation Weak Medium 
• Psychic distance Strong Strong 
• Host country market Strong Strong 
• Oligopolistic reaction Weak Weak 

Table 5.1: Cross-case analysis 

 
Strong = Strong relationship with theory 
Medium = Some relationship with theory 
Weak = Almost none or no relationship with theory
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6 Findings And Conclusions 
 
In the last chapter we analyzed the data we collected from the observation and compared it to 

existing studies. Now we will answer the questions that were stated in the first chapter to get 

a deeper understanding in the banks internationalization strategies.  

6.1 RQ1: How Can the Motives for Internalization for Banks be 
Described? 

One motive that fit both of our cases was that saturation of the home market was a big 
motivation for the Nordic banks to internationalize and to follow the customers. Following the 
customers strategy was not the case for Kaupthing when entering Sweden, but it has been a 
motivation elsewhere. Since Iceland is a small country and do not have as many companies as 
for example Norway has, makes their motivation to follow customers less obvious and 
profitable. They are looking more to increase their profits and become a large Nordic bank. 
Generally, in Nordic countries the banking market is quite saturated and as the bank’s 
customers internationalize, they also need to do the same. Both banks also wanted to become 
banks on the Nordic market and therefore Sweden was a natural choice because of the market 
size and the international business that is conducted there. Through all this, the main goal is to 
grow as a firm and give dividends to their investors. 
 
When it comes to proactive and reactive motivations, Kaupthing started and are a bank with 
proactive motivations to grow, since their strategy is not that much to follow customers. DnB 
NOR on the other hand started out being reactive by following their customers and to serve 
their subsidiaries around the world. But now they are more proactive in that their strategic 
thinking as they are looking for more market power and increased market share. Both banks 
say that they think they have visionary leadership, diversification, brand increase and brand 
identity, which can be interpreted, as we stated before, that they want to continue growing. 
 
Both banks see Information Technology as something important and it is a good thing if they 
can add customers without increasing the costs. As they are growing, this is a proactive and 
important aspect to keep the costs down and make the growth worthwhile for both, the 
company and the investors. They are also proactive by all the time looking for new companies 
and markets to acquire and enter.  
 
The skill of integrating acquired banks to the organization is what both banks have as a firm-
specific advantage. This has made them able to have a healthy growth and to make their 
acquisitions profitable. To come from a certain country does not always give you an 
advantage, which you see from the case of Kaupthing Bank. They had a disadvantage in the 
beginning, as people in Sweden were against Icelanders and their plans of acquisition. But in 
time this has turned around as people have discovered Iceland as a country and they have also 
seen how well Kaupthing Bank has done in the Swedish market. DnB NOR was the opposite, 
as people see Norway as a strong country with a history of being a raw material nation. It is 
only about people’s preconceived notions about a certain country or it could be that people 
are just afraid of the future and what it brings with a new unknown firm.  
 
DnB NOR consider Sweden as an equal market and a natural step for them to grow in the 
Nordic countries. Furthermore, they do not only see Sweden as an equal market, it is also seen 
as an international market, since Sweden is the largest Scandinavian country. The Icelandic 
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markets differ a lot since it much more younger and not that much competition compared to 
Sweden. It posed challenges for Kaupthing Bank to be able to compete and now they are 
doing well.  
 
There haven’t been any deregulations on the banking market in Sweden that have affected 
both banks’ motivations to internationalize into the Swedish market. Their entry to the 
Swedish market happened recently (1995 DnB NOR and 2002 Kaupthing Bank) and the 
market was already deregulated. Deregulation in the banking industry has been a prerequisite 
for all internationalization. 
 
We have come to the following conclusions regarding our first research question: 

 Saturated home market is a major motivation for Nordic banks to internationalize. 
 Following customers is a motivation for Nordic banks to internationalize. 
 The will to grow is a motivation for Nordic banks to internationalize. 
 Nordic banks are proactive in their strategic thinking when internationalizing. 
 Country specific opinions can affect the banks reputation and the beginning of the 

internationalization process. 
 Country-specific advantages can push banks to international markets. 
 Sweden is a natural step towards internationalization since it is the largest financial 

market in the Nordic countries. 

6.2 RQ2: How Can the International Market Entry Strategies 
Available for Banks be Described? 

Generally speaking we can say that DnB NOR acts cautiously when entering a new market. 
Kaupthing Bank in the other hand tried first to grow organically with a representative office, 
which did not work and therefore started to look for banks to buy. Now, their strategy is to be 
proactive and search for new markets and acquire new banks that are in good condition and 
make profit. DnB NOR are now, as earlier stated, more proactive and therefore look more for 
acquisitions. What we can see is that the banks now want to acquire more than before and 
gain market share through acquisitions. DnB NOR still uses representative offices in countries 
that are far away and more risky. Mr Borsos does not believe that a representative office is 
necessary before acquiring a new bank at a new market. We believe that DnB NOR is looking 
at the market more globally than Kaupthing Bank, because the raw material industry is 
worldwide and many Norwegian companies are their customers.  
 
Since DnB NOR is strongly following their customers and, therefore acquiring banks is not 
needed, since they are there to serve their own customers’ needs. In opposite of DnB NOR, 
Kaupthing Bank is more into seeking market opportunities than following customers, and 
therefore we believe they have knowledge of the markets they are looking into, followed by 
that they do not need a representative office to screen the market, but can acquire when the 
opportunity is given. 
 
We have come to the following conclusions regarding our second research question: 

 Market entry strategies for the Nordic banks depend on their own company strategies 
for growing. 

 No matter what the strategy is, Nordic banks are cautious how the entry is done.  
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6.3 RQ3: How Can the Factors Influencing Choice of International 
Markets for Banks be Described? 

We do not see any major impediments that have affected the banks choice of Sweden both 
economically or culturally. The countries are so close to each other that there are little cultural 
differences between them and the economics are so very similar and open that there have not 
been any hinders that have had a major effect. There are slight cultural differences between 
Icelanders and Swedes, which had an effect in the beginning, but it did not stop Kaupthing 
Bank to stay on the Swedish market. That both banks use local management has probably 
helped to keep the minor cultural differences aside. The banks also use the same kind of 
services in Sweden as in their home country since there are no regulations that affect the 
services. The liberalizations that have made the market more open was much earlier so both 
banks came after the liberalizations happened. Therefore they have not seen any effects of 
liberalizations that have affected their decision to enter the Swedish market. 
 
For Norwegians it is easier to communicate since the language is more similar than Icelandic, 
compared to Swedish. But, since most people talk English, this poses no problem to 
communicate efficiently. There are some differences in the hierarchy of Icelanders and 
Swedes, which makes it easier to communicate to Icelanders than Swedes. This can give some 
minor confusion if a low ranked Icelandic worker calls the head person in Sweden who is not 
aware of the Icelandic mentality. 
 
Kaupthing Bank is much more of an asset seeker than DnB NOR. They want to find new 
markets to grow and increase their profits and more importantly to them, as well as to give 
dividends to their investors. Therefore, they absolute wanted to enter Sweden to build up their 
Nordic banking network. DnB NOR more or less follows their customers out in the different 
parts of the world, but have now started to grow more in the Swedish market and to move 
their focus more to Swedish companies.  
 
Oligopolistic reaction has happened in Iceland that all the three Icelandic banks have 
internationalized about the same time, but only Kaupthing Bank and Glitnir have entered 
Sweden. 
 
We have come to the following conclusions regarding our third research question: 

 Closeness influences the decision to enter Sweden. 
 Impediments are minor in the Nordic banking markets. 
 To reduce the cultural impediments, a local management is used. 
 Sweden as being the largest country and financial market in Scandinavia, affects the 

choice of entering Sweden. 
 

6.4 Implications and Recommendations 

Here we will give our recommendations for theory, practitioners and for future research in the 
field of Nordic banks internationalization to Sweden. 

6.4.1 Implications for Theory 

The purpose of this thesis has been to provide a deeper understanding of Nordic banks’ 
internationalization strategies to Sweden. We started out by exploring, describing and 
beginning to explain the internationalization strategies of banks in the Nordic countries based 
on our conceptual framework, followed by data collection which enabled us to answer the 
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three research questions which we stated in the end of chapter one. To explore the research 
area, we conducted two case studies by interviewing two Nordic banks that have entered the 
Swedish market. Furthermore, we described their internationalization process and started to 
explain while answering our research questions.  

6.4.2 Implications for Practitioners 

Implications for practitioners are suggestions for management, which are based on our data 
and findings. Our suggestions are based on the empirical data, analysis and conclusions 
presented in this thesis. 
 

 The use of local management is recommended in the acquired firm so that the cultural 
obstacles will not be so big. 

 It is recommended to start the internationalization process in an equal market with 
international possibilities. 

 Internationalize after you have thought it through carefully and do not ignore the costs 
it might bring in the future.  

 Following the customers abroad is recommended for not losing the business. 
 Competition is global and can cross borders. 

6.4.3 Implications for Future Research 

As we conducted our study, we noticed some areas that were outside our area of research. 
These areas, listed below, may be of interest for further research: 
 

 A study of non-Nordic banks entering Sweden.  
 The importance of a representative office when entering a new market. 
 Customer’s opinions when their local banks choose to follow them abroad. 
 The importance/impact of foreign firms moving abroad 
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Katarina Utterström, Head of Administration, 14 December 2006 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaupthing_Bank
http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/its2005_e/its05_bysector_e.htm
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Interview guide English version 
 

Introduction 
 
We are doing a study in internationalization of banks.  
Concerning your bank we want to have information on: 

• the history of your bank on the international market  
• the motives for entering foreign markets,  
• methods banks choose for entering those markets (what kind of presence in the market 

do they want to have?)   
• factors that have influenced the decisions to choose a particular market, like Sweden. 
 

Motives for banks to go international 
• What motivated your bank to go international  

o Use banks capacity more fully 
o Use the reputation of the bank 
o Reduce regulations for banks 
o Risk reduction 

• Would you consider your motivation proactive or reactive (J&M should explain) 
o How do you classify the factors, external or internal (explain)? 

• Did you have any big corporations doing business in Sweden as customers that 
motivated you to enter the Swedish market to (Pull effect) 

• How was the market looking in your home country when you decided to go 
international 

• Did this affect your decision to internationalize 
• Do you consider having any country- or firm specific advantages, when decided to 

enter a new market. 
• Did the liberalization of regulations help this decision 
• What kind of market did you see Sweden as? Was it similar or ???? 

 
International market entry strategies for banks  

• What kind of strategy does your bank have for entering foreign markets  
(representative office, affiliate, branch, subsidiary) ? 

• Would you choose a different strategy knowing what you know 
o Vilken väg har banken tagit, dvs började de med en representative eller gick 

direkt till branch eller subsidiary (our note) 
• What kind of services did you start with 

 

Factors affecting foreign market selection 
• Was there any difference in Swedish/Norwegian that influenced your entry into the 

Swedish market? 
• Were there any obstacles/liberalizations that forced changes in your product portfolio 
• Were there any cultural reasons regarding the choice of Sweden 
• Did the closeness of Sweden affect your decision and how 
• How do you describe the Swedish market? 
• Were there any other banks going to Sweden the time you did 
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Interview guide Swedish version 
 

Vi gör en studie på hur internationalisering för banker ser ut, eller mer specifikt, hur utländska 
banker inträder på den svenska marknaden. Vi är då intresserade av: 

• Er banks historia om internationalisering 
• Era motiv för att inträda utländska marknader 
• Strategier och metoder för att inträda dessa marknader (vilken typ av närvaro ni sträva 

efter) 
• Faktorer som har influerat valet av en specifik marknad som Sverige. 

 
Motiv för banker att internationalisera 

• Vad motiverade er bank att bli internationellt? 
o Använda bankens kapacitet mer. 
o Använda bankens rykte. 
o Minskad reglering mot banker. 
o Riskreducering. 

• Anser ni att era motivationer för att internationalisera har varit pro-aktiva eller 
reaktiva (se matris på sida 2)?  
o Hur skulle då dessa faktorer klassificeras, externa eller interna? 

• Fanns det kunder i form av stora bolag som använde Sverige som marknad som 
motiverade er att inträda den svenska marknaden (Pull-effect)? 

• Hur såg hemmarknaden ut när ni bestämde er för att gå internationellt? 
• Påverkade denna situation er internationalisering? 
• Ansåg ni er ha några lands- eller företags specifika fördelar när ni bestämde er för att 

äntra en ny marknad? 
• Hjälpte liberaliseringen av regleringen ert beslut? 
• Vad för typ av marknad ansåg ni att Sverige var? Var de likvärdig eller inte? 

 
Internationella strategier för att äntra en marknad 

• Vilken typ av strategi har er bank för att äntra en utländsk marknad (representative 
office, dotterbolag eller filial)? 

• Skulle du välja en annan strategi, efter vad du vet nu?  
• Vilken väg har banken tagit till internationalisering? 
• Vilken typ av service började ni med att erbjuda? 

 
Faktorer som påverkar valet av utländsk marknad 

• Var de någon skillnad mellan Sverige/Norge som påverkade ert sätt att äntra den 
Svenska marknaden? 

• Var det några hinder/liberalisering som tvingade er att ändra er produkt portfolio? 
• Var de några kulturella anledningar till valet av Sverige? 

• Påverkade närheten till Sverige ert beslut? Om ja, hur? 
• Hur skulle du förklara den Svenska marknaden? 

• Var de några andra utländska banker som äntra den Svenska marknaden samma tid 
som ni gjorde de?  

 


